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The Mystery of the Renegade Hermit.
'
By the author of "BUFFALO BILL."
I

CHAPTER I.
TWO SHOTS.

"I'll kill him now, for he is within easy reaclt of my
rifle. With him dead, I dare go East and enjoy the
fruits oi years of toil. He it was who kept me from
reaping the benefits of that toil, and of my first deed
of crime for gold, which I love as I do life.
"Yes, he will pass nearer than he is now ; then I will
send a bullet through his heart, if he is in the midst
of a hundred of his gallant soldiers.
"They can fire at me, but their bullets will pelt the
rocks harmlessly, and, flying to my horse, I can be off
like the wind, with no one to pursue, for they cannot
reach this ridge without riding for miles around.
"Now, Carrol Doan, colonel in the United States A rmy,
your minutes of life are numbered, fo r I will kill you."
The speaker was crouching among some rocks upon
a rugged ridge a hundred feet in height, that overhung
a trail along which a party of horsemen were traveling.
In the front rode two men in buckskin, one a roughlooking fellow, sunburned, long-haired and bearded, with
small, dark, piercing eyes; the other, a splendid specimen

of the beau ideal plainsman-tall, with a magnificent
form, broad shoulders, graceful, and a perfect horseman,
while his face was one to see and remember a lifetime.
The former was the guide of that wild country; the
latter was Buffalo Bill.
Behind them rode a cavalry command, escorting the
colonel commanding Fort Belvue, a post lately established in the Indian country, and with him were several
officers; while, following in an ~mbulance, were two
ladies and a girl of foµrteen.
It was of Colonel Carrol Doan the words were spoken
which open this story, and who, little dreaming of a
hidden foe ne:ir-an enemy of the by-gone, who had
recognized him at a glance even in that far-away landwas riding confidently on his way back to the fort, after
a long ride to the distant stage line to meet his wife and
daughter.
Nearer and nearer he drew to the spot where his foe
lay in ambush. All were talking pleasantly as they rode
along, no one suspecting evil, or danger, or a tragedy.
The two men in buckskin-Buffalo Bill and Ind.iaJ

,
'
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Dick, the guide-had passed beneath the shadow of the
cliff upon which the intended assassin was lying in wait.
His deadly bullet was not for them,
Following directly after them was a lieutenant and
a score of troopers ; then came Colonel Carrol Doan,
the victim destined for death ; then several officers, and
next the ambulance with the ladies, a light army 1Wagori
with baggage, some pack animals, and some forty troopJ
ers bringing .up the rear.
Who would look for a sudden death in the very midst
of such a guard and escort?
But, crouching among the rocks, the man ·upon the
cliff had his rifle leveled, his eye read)' to sight along
the barrel and aim at the heart, where a glittering medal
on the coloners breast sparkled in the sunlight.
The lurking assassin was a man whose years had i?ilvered his temples, whose face had been bronzed by long
·
exposure and life in the wilderness.
He was dressed in buckskin from moccasins to cap,
his hair and beard hung almost to his waist, but he
was a person of commanding presence in spite. of his
being in hiding there to kill a fellow being, one who
knew of the first crime of his life-a deed that had
· sent him a fugitive into V\Testern wilds, to live apart from
•
human kind.
firmly
more
and
colonel,
Nearer and nearer rode the
crouched;
he
lower
rifle;
the ambushed man grasped his
his eye ran alopg the sights, and then his finger touched
the trigger.
Then came a puff of smoke, a sharp report, and Colonel Carrol Doan felt a severe blow as the e followed a
sharp sound of metal ringing against metal ; he reeled in
his saddle, but guickly recovered himself, as the bullet
had struck the ~ery center of the heavy badge he wore,
and was arrested by it.
· It was a sudden shock and momentary pain, but the
colonel never lost his nerve, and, glai'lcing up toward
th~ cliff, cried :
"There he goes! Fire on him !"
There, dashing along the _ridg.e to. cover, was the form
of the intended assassin, and tw~ score carbines began
threw them to their
to crack and the troopers
, shoulders
.
_ ·
and began to pull tngger:
But the form bounded ori arid disappeared, just as
Buffalo Bill came dashing back from the front.
Instinctively he took in the situation-that the colonel
had been fired on from the cliffs, and, seizing his long
lariat, he was whirling it rapidly around his head, his
eyes fixed upon a broken pine growing forty feet above
•
on a shelf of rock.
his
leave
coil
the
All eagerly watched the scout, saw
hand, beheld the noose circle over the broken limb, and

then, with his rifle slung ;it his back, they beheld him
rapidly ascending to the ledge. ,
They saw him climb on from there upward, som~
twenty feet, drop on we knee, throw his rifle to his shoulder, take a quick sight, and fire.
A moment after Bufftilo Bill disappeared from the
sight of those who were watching him.
I

CHAPTER II.
TB:~

SOY HERMIT.

Seated in front of a stoutly-built cabin of rocks and
logs which stood clo!'le in under overhanging cliffs, at
the head of a canyori that widened into a valley below,
was a youth of seventeen, perhaps, though his look of
manliness and stern determination, his well-developed
form and natural air of perfect self-confidence caused
him to appear older.
His face was a fine and striking one-frank, fearless
and handsome, ·M1ile his complexion had been bronzed
to the hue of a redskin, though his dark blue eyes and
golden hair, worn long, showed that there was no trace
.
of Indian blood in his veins.
He was dressed in buckskin, beaded and embroidered
with porcupine quills dyed in gay colors, and his moccasins were well made, while upon' his head sat, jauntily,
a cap made of the plumage of birds, and handsomely
made, too.
The youth wore a revolver and knife in his belt, and,
as we see him, was engaged in cleaning an old-style but
serviceable weapon-a rifle and shotgun combined, one
barrel being rifled, the other smooth-bore for shot.
In the meadow land down the valley half a ·dozen
Indian ponies were grazing, and, as he glanced up from
( his work, the youth suddenly started and mut_tered :
. "Something is frightening the ponies - a mountain
1
lion, I guess, so I'll go for him.'
The ponies had raised their beads and trotted away
from the trail, but as the youth arose, having just finished
his ark, there came into view a horseman riding in
a run.
"\i\Thy; it is · father!
"But, what can be the matter with him, for, see how
he reels in the saddle! There! he nearly fell to the ground .
then!"
Putting down his gun, the youth darted down the
steep trail, le~ding from the ledge 0£ rock upon whicb
the cabin stood, and, reaching the spot where the horseman had halted, \Vas just in time to catch him in his
ar11'ls as he fell from his saddle.
"Oh, father l You are wounded!" cried the youth,
in dismay.
"Yes, Don, and a death wound it isl" groaned t!le
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man as the youth raised him in his strong ar.ins, and,
bearing him up the steep . path, placed him on a cot in
the cabin, the act showing wonderful strength for one
so young."
"Father, I will see what I can do, for it may not be
so bad."
' .
"I know, boy, for it is given to mortal to feel when
the hand of death is upon him."
"Who gave you the wound, father?" asked the youth,
as he tenderly drew off the hunting-shirt to examine the
wound.
/
"See what you think before I tell you, for I know
that the old Indian chief, Big Medicine, taught you well
while you lived with him."
·
The boy had now exposed the wound-a bullet-shot
in the right side, almost under the arm, and, glancing
at the red stream wellinrr up to the lips of the man he
'
shook his head, while bhe took from an old morocco
surgical case a probe, and, with perfectly steady hand,
began to search for the bullet.
The man awaited "".ith pallid face and anxious look
the cfecision of the boy surgeon, as though with perfect
confidence in his skill.
"Father!"
"Yes, Don."
"The bullet has entered too far for me to find it,
and--"
"The wound is fatal," came with a groan.
"I fear so, for the blood forcing itself from your
mouth shows that it cut through the lung."
"I knew it, and my hours are numbered.
"Just as I began to hope that we might go out of .
this wild hermit life and live among our fellow men,
with riches to care for us, Don, the end has come, at
least for me, and I am to find a grave in this wilderness,
where for so many long years I have hidden away."
"Don't talk, father, for it gives you pain."
"I care not for the pain of the wound now ; the suffering is all here, and here, boy, in heart and brain!
"I must talk, for I have much tq· tell you, for, as the
aged pass away the future opens for the young.
"Your life is just begun, as it were, though the years
that you have seen have been hard ones ; .but the future
is before you, and I• wish to talk-to tell you what that
future will be for you."
"Never mind me, father, for I'll get along all right."
. "But I do mind you. Ah! I must not delay, but tell
you . what I would not die and leave unsaid.
"You know that you are not my own son ; that I
found you in the Sioux village four years ago and
bought you from Big Medicine, the chief.
"You knm~, too, that they, the Sioux, massacred the'
wagon train your parents were with and spared you

'
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only because you fought them like a little tiger, standing over the dead body of your mother and father, and,
with the latter's sword, boy of nine though you were,
you killed two braves!
"I believe you know that renegades - white men
among the Sioux-spared you, though they instigated
the attack on t train.
"The Indians, as you know, are superstitious about
charms, so they would not touch the gold locket hanging
to a chain about your neck and containing the miniatures of your father and mother, and which you still have.
"On it were thei1' names, but a bullet had cut across
them and erased all but the last part-"don," and so I
called you Don.
,
"You have nothing else by which to discover who you
ar~; should you wish to do so. My God! how I suffer.'"
Father, tell me who gave you that wound, and I will
avenge you·1" earnest1Y sai"d t he yout11.
"Never! The man who shot me twice has saved my
life, and I brought the wound upon myself-Don, I deserved it," was the low response.
•
CHAPTER III.
THE BURIED LEGACY.

The youth seemed impressed by the words. of the
man whom he called father, in saying that he deserved
the death wound he had received.
He saw that the man was suffering greatly: he knew
that he was growing weaker and weaker.
Realizing this, also, the old hennit again began to talk.
"Don, I looked back as I reached my horse and saw
the man who gave me this, wound. I knew him, for
no one could mistake him for another, once seeing him.
"He did not know me, I an1 sure, for the distance was
too great, and I was in the shadow down the ridge. How
he ever reached the spot where I saw him Heaven only
knows, or how he hit me at that long range I cannot
co1pprehend, bu( hit trftl he did-wonderful shot that
he is."
"\i\That had you done, father?"
"Boy, I was on the ridge, watching some soldiers
coming along the trail, and the man who was at their
head was the man who shot me.
"There was another guide riding by his side, whom
I knew, and I also very well know that he is there to
lead them into a trap, for it is Indian Dick, the Renegade; so I will be avenged, after all, though I would
be sorry to have Buffaio Bill die that way. But he
always escapes somehow, and his luck will not desert
him •this time, I feel sure--at least, I hope so."
The boy started, seemed about to speak, glanced out
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of the door anxiously, but said nothing, and the old
hermit resumed :
"The leader of those soldiers was a man lately sent
to the frontier here, the commander of the new fort. I
knew him at a glance, and I determined to kill him."
"How had he wronged you ?"
"It is too long a story to tell, but if hi! had not wronged
me, he had made me a fugitive, an kept me from
returning East and enjoying my fortune.
"With Colonel Carrol Doan dead, I had nothing to
fear, so I sought to kill him. I hope that I did so; yes,
my aim is too true to fail me, but I certainly heard his
voice call to his men to fire on me. I escaped a perfect
hail of bullets, to get this one here from the ri.fie of
Buffalo Bill when I deemed that I was perfectly safe.
"Now, Don, I am going out of life, and you are to
be my heir. You know that we have picked up considerable gold here in the mountains, ·and you know
where it is hidden. It is yours, every grain of the precious metal, and there are thousands of dollars' worth
there.
"But this is not all ; I have anGther legacy for' you.
'·Years ago I buried a treasure 1 was never able to
enjoy. How I got it matters not, but it is mine, and I
leave it to you, also. It is in the East, and in the old
leather case you have seen me safely guard you will
find a map and description of just where to find it.
"Go first by day and locate the spot; then, by night,
in a boat and alone, to dig it up.
"It amounts to far more than the gold we have here,
and, altogether, you will have a fortune to enjoy when
you go East.
"Fortunately, I received a fine education, and •have
thus educated you, The ~ooks I have here, and which
you have read, have fold you much of life and the world,
though you are a boy hermit-yes, I may say, half an
Indian, from the training you have received, though . I
well kqow you hate the Sioux bitterly, and I do n'ot
wonder-ah I it seems as if my very 'heart had been
torn ORen by that bullet, for ihe pain grows more and
more intense as I become wea,ker."
The boy did what he could to relieve the sufferings
0£ the dying _hermit, and then again sat down by the
side of the rude bed to await the end.
Glancing about the cabin his eyes fell upon his own
bed in one corner, the rude household goods, some weapons 01i the wall, a violin1 a number of pencil sketches
a1id a shelf of books.
Humble as it was, with the fort, seventy miles distant,
the nearest habitation of white men; with the Indian
village forty miles distant in the mountain, and the now
dying man his only companion, the ooy hermit lo ed his
home, loved the wild life he led.

Whatever the man had been in the past-whatever
the bn~nd of crime . that had 1 driven ijim a fugitive from
his fellow men, to him he had ever been kind and gentle,
indeed, a father, and he dearly loved him.
But one shadow was between them-the fact that the
old hermit was the friend of the redskins,. while the boy
was their implacable foe for the terrible wrong they ·had
done him in the slaughter of his parents.
Minutes passed away, and the man had not spoken.
His breathing had grown more labored, and at last his
breath came in gasps, until, suddenly, it ceased.
Was he asleep?
The boy bent over him.
Yes, it was the sleep of death.
Tears ran down the browned cheeks, but the boy did
not give way to his grief.
Something seemed to be upon his mind, for he said:
"I must go at once, for he said Indian Dick was guiding therri, and that means to their death.
"It was at the ridge, he said, apd over two hours ago,
so I have not a moment to lose."
With this he folded the hands upon the breasts• closed
tl:e door of the cabin after him, seized his rifle• and a
saddle and bridle and ran rapidly down into the meadow
land.
Catch'.ng a fine Pinto pony with his lariat, a moment
after he was.,in the saddle and riding rapidly down the
valley on his volunteer errand of mercy.
1

CHAPTER IV.
AN ARRIVAL IN CAMP.

When Buffalo Bill had fired his shot from the top
of the cliff he was seen to wave his hat about his head
and then disappear.
Colonel Doan had quickly decided that he had not
been wounded, but had had the close~t call of his life.
In the decoration hanging just vcr his heart-a badge
won for bravery. on the field-the bullet of the intended
assassin had half-flattened itself, and, becoming imbedded
there, had remained so firmly fixed that it woul.d require
to be cut out.
"I shall Jet it remain there, for. it does not disfigure
the ,decorat~o.n," said the colonel, and he submitted to
the 11urgeon's earnest wish to see if the severe blow of
the checked ball had done any harm.
Fortunately, it made only a severe bruise, and all congratulated the colonel that it was no worse.
"Who was it that ,fired the shot, guide?" asked Colonel Doan, of Indian Dick.
"I didn't see him, sir. Was it a boy?"
" o, a man, with long hair and beard."
r
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He, hQwever, stated that he had seen where a horse
"Like as not some gold-hunter as has struck it rich
country/'
the
o'
out
been staked out beyond the ridge-that the trail
had
bluecoats
and wants ter scare ther
he
had
for,
so,
that the animal had b<!en ridden rapidly away,
do
to
showed
way
wrong
the
takes
"Well, he
shoes,"
my
followed the tracks fat a short distance.
into
had
he
step
to
and
more
many
are
there
killed me,
that Buffalo Bill had gone off on the trail
Supposing
asked:
he
then
but
sternly;
responded,
Colonel Doan
as it was getting late, "he returned to sughorse,
the
of
who
boy
a
was
it
if
know
to
wish
you
" Why did
gest to the colonel that the command move on to a
fired on me?"
"I know that thar' is a boy dwells in the mountains, little valley, where there was a splendid camp ground,
one as was raised by ther Injuns, and I has heard him with water, grass and wood in plenty.
This the colonel decided to do, leaving a sergeant and
called the Boy Hermit, sir."
"This was no boy, but a man, for I got a fairly good several men to await the return of Buffalo Bill at the
look at him ; and, if Buffalo Bill's shot did not bring cliff and report where they were.
So on to the little valley the command moved, halting
him down, he bears a charmed life, for all the men fired
at hi~ and he had a deadly gantlet to run along that there to go into a night camp, all being mucl pleased
with such a good resting place.
ridge."
"I can go and try and find Buf'ler Bill my own self,
"Yes, sir; he knew just where ter hid e, for yer can't
announced Indian Dick, as soon as they arrived
sir,"
climb ·up that cliff fer a mile either side of here."
and, the colonel giving his consent, the redskin
camp,
in
.
"Buffalo Bill managed to do so, guide."
away.
rode
guide
"Yas, sir; but he's out o' th er run of ordinary men,
he been gone half an hour when a horse
had
·Hardly
from all I has heerd o' him ; for, who else w'u'd hev'
seen coming rapidly toward the camp.
were
rider
and
thought o· throwin' a lariat up to yonder tree and
just before the group of officers and,
rein
drew
he
As
climbing it?"
pony, faced them, all were surPinto
his
from
leaping
"No one; but, if you can climb, suppose you go up
a handsome, sun-burned, wellwa'S
he
that.
see
to
prised
and see what has become of him, and we'll go back t~
and wearing a picturesque
buckskin
in
clad
youth,
formed
the little stream we crossed h;ilf a mile back on the trail
'
cap of feathers.
and camp there for an hour or two."
Indian Dick, the red guide, went up the lariat without
trouble, and, watching him. they saw him climb the
CHAPTER V.
rocks to the top of the ridge and disappear just where
THE W ARNING.
Buffalo Bill had gone out of the sight of the soldiers.
All eyes were turned upon the youth as he leaped from
A couple of soldiers were left under the cliff with
the horses of the scout and the guide, while the com- his spotted pony, that was panting from a hard run,
mand turned back to a good camping place half a mile and, giving a half salute, half bow, asked:
"\i\Tho is the chief of these soldiers?"
in the rear, on the trail.
As he asked the question the youth glanced around
There it ·was decided to await the return of Buffalo
him and beheld Mrs. Doan, Nita and the wife of
Bill and Indian Dick.
"I do ·not Iii e that guide, Indian Dick; but he has . army officer at the fort.
He seemed suddenly spellbound at the sight, and his
been a trapper out here for years and knows this country
thoroughly. as he has shewn us, so we must depend gaze, which in another would have been a stare, was ·
upon 'him, as Buffalo Biil . having just come to the fort in him a look of deepest wonder and interest.
"I am the commander, my young frien<l," answered
as Chief of Scouts, is in a wholly new Jand to him.
However, it will not' take him long to know every trail the colonel, struck with the appearance of the youth.
But there was no turn back to Colonel Doan, for the
and get acquainted; then I will let the redskin trapper
·
eyes were riveted still upon the two ladies and little
go back to his traps ."
Iita Doan, who, in turn, was regarding him.
So said the colonel to several of his officers who were
"Have you any business with me, young man?" asked
gathered about him, while they were discussing the cause
of Buffalo Bill's delay in returning, whether he had Colonel Doan, somewhat sternly, as he saw that the
killed o~ wounded the intended assassin, and why Indian youth paid no attention to his former remark.
" They would massacre them as they would men-as
Dick, also, remained away.
In an hour more Indian Dick returned ,and reported they did my poor parents, for the Sioux show no mercy;
that he could find no trace of Buffalo Bill, and the nature no, not to angels, if they came to earth."
The words were uttered in a low tone, but · were
of ~he ground was such that, being on foot, he could
heard distinctly.
not track the scout.
0

an
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All who heard them saw that the boy was thinking
aloud-that he paid no attention to his surroundingshad forgotten where he was, in fact.
'
The words touched the colonel, and, stepping forward,
he laid his hand gently upon the shoulder of the youth
and said:
·
"Come tell me who you are and why you came to
my camp."
The touch recalled the boy to his senses. He started,
passed his hand over his eyes, and, looking the colonel
squan;ly in the face, said:
"Yes, sir; I came to tell you that your guide is leading
you into a trap."
"What do you me;1.11 ?"
"Yott passed up the trail beyond the mountain range
to the .stage station. Why did you return by this one?"
The question was almost imperative, but the .colonel
answered, mildly:
· ''.Our guide deemed it far bettet for the ambulances,
as we have ladies along."
·
"Better traveling, yes, but he brought you this way
to entrap yo~
• "Impossible!"
"If your guide is Buffalo Bill, then/he did not know
this country; but if he is Indian Dick, then he is a
:C:negade white man, pretending to be a trapper and
h~mter, but living among the Indians, and he is as merci- ·
less as his redskin comrades toward his own people."
"These are bold words, young man, against one who
holds our lives in his hands."
"That is why I warn you that he is a renegade."
"And who and what are you?"
The question seemed to stagger the youth.
Again he passed his hand across his forehead, as
though to collect his thoughts, and then said, sadly and
slowly:
"I don't know who I am, but I believe I am a boy
hermit, for now I am all alone."
There was something almost pathetic in the words
and manner of the youth, and the colonel asked:
"Where do you live?"
The boy's manner changed quickly, and. he said, abruptly:
''See here, sir; never mind me, for I'm all right, while
you and your whole outfit will be massacred if you
camp in this valley to-night, for hundreds of braves are
111 hiding a few miles from here, to follow you into
Sunset Canyon when y~u qreak camp in the morning."
T e words seemed to impress the colonel and all who
heard them, and he asked :
"How do you know this?"
"I know it from having been told by one who knew,
but who is dead now, that Indian Dick was leading

you into a trap, and, looking for myself, I saw the ~rail
of the Indians going to Sunset Canyon. Call your guide
and I will tell him what he dare not deny."
"The guide left camp half an hour ago to se.a rch for
Buffalo Bill, who went off on the trail of a man who
fired upon me from the cliff half a mile back on the trail."
"I came by there. I saw your men, and I did not
meet Indian Dick, so he has gone to the Indian camp
to warn them to be ready to attack you."
"How can I find that out?"
"Send men on his trail, and you'll find that he turned,
when out of sight of your camp, to the left to go beyond
that range." ,
"Captain Walton, go with this youth, and take several men with you, to see if this is the case."
The officer addressed at once went with the youth,
and several of the soldiers, and in fifteen minutes returned to the camp and reported that the trail of Indian
Dick led as has been said it would by his accuser.
"Well, young man, you have warned us of danger,
so have you any suggestions to "make as to how we can
get out of it?"
·
"I can guide you, as soon as night comes, around the
range on the right, and over it, but you'll have to leave
"your wagons."
.
"All right; there are side saddles along for the ladles,
and they all ride well."
"I will put you on the trail for the fort, beyoi:id the
Indians' ambush, and you will have to push on through
the night, for they will discover your escape when Indian
Dick returns to-night." ·
"But Buffalo Bill will have to be left to his fate."
"Better one man than many, and ladies, too; besides,
from all I have heard of him, he can take care of himself."
"True, though I wish we could warn him. Ah! Captain Dalton, write a · note and have one of the men
tie it on the lasso near the top, and the lower end must
be looped up high from the ground.
"Then return with the men waiting there, and we will
leave camp at once."
CHAPTER VI.
TH E

B0 Y

GU IDE .•

There were several officers who shook their heads at
the trust that Colonel Doan was placing in one wholly
unknown-one even not heard of before, or whose pres- '
ence in that part of the country was not even suspected
by any one, as far as could be ascertained.
But Colonel Doan had decided against his guide, Indian Dick, in favor of the youth.
Who and what the latter was he could ascertain b ter;
but he would not neglect such a warning.
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The youth had come to the camp, doubtless expecting
to find Indian Dick there, but had found him gone.
Perhaps the guide would return to camp before the
time for starting, an if so, the colonel would have the
accuser and accused together and judge between them.
"Oh! that Buffalo Bill would return !" he said to
himself.
He well knew how valuable the advice of the Chief of
Scouts would be under the circumstances.
When he founded the new fort known as Fort Belvue,
Colonel Doan had asked for W. F. Cody as his Chief
of Scouts, yet it had been a lortg time before he had
been able to secure 1-iis seryices, as duties called him
elsewhere.
But at last he arrived, just prior to the trip to the
,Overland trail to meet Mrs. Doan and those with her.
Buffalo Bill had been glad to go along to get an idea
of the new country he was to serve in, from such a
person as Indian Dick was reputed to be, "a hunter and
trapper, who knew 1very trail thoroughly, as well as ·
the haunts of the Indians."
He was said to dwell alone, to devote much time to
seeking revenge upoJJ. the Sioux for wrongs he had
suffered from them, and that they stood in great awe
of him.
For years he had been a prisoner among them, it was
said, and more than this, and that he had now and then
put in an appearance at the fort to sell pelts and buy
supplies and ammuni~ion from the · sutler, nothing was
known of him'.
It was because of his knowledge of the country, and
that he had happened in at the fort just in time to be
of service, that Colonel Doan had secured him as guide
to the stage trail and back again.
He had well done his wbrk, going by one trail and
suggesting a return by another," and ·Buffalo Bill's great
experience had shbwn him. that the guide was a perfect
plainsman.
But now, upon the word of a mere boy, Colonel Doan
was asked to consider bi's guide a traitor, and to trust
his life, and the lives of those under him, to one wholly
unknown.
.... - -

hang down over the trail and catch the eye of an Indian,
and then the, party set out on the return to camp.
Supper was ready, the camp-fires were left burning,
the ladies mounted horses, leaving the ambulances, and
the command . set off, just after· nightfall, under the
guidance of the mysterious youth, Indian Dick not having returned.
The colonel rode ahead with the youth, who, mounted
on his Pinto pony, had quietly taken the lead, and, like
specters, the command moved out of the camp.
Believing in the young guide, Colonel Doan was yet .
prepared against a surprise, and, had a single action
of the youth indicated treachery, a bullet from the revolver of the officer would have been sent crashing
through the brain of the one who had accused Indian
Dick of treachery, yet asserted that he could lead the
command to safety.
Whether the youth knew or suspected this, he rode
011 with the utmost calmness; at1d, entering the heavy
timber at the base of a mountain range, began to climb
the steep trail, all riding in Indian file and wondering
how he could, in the tntense darkness, find his way.
But he never hesitated, and, that he seemed to know
thoroughly what he was doing, he would now and then
say to the co!Onel:
"T)1e trail is rough and dangerous now, sir~ for a
short distance, so pass back word and have a 1nan dismount and lead the horses of the ladies."
The colonel smiled to himself as he obeyed wh.at was
really a command from the boy, and the nature of the
trail 'for the next half mile showed that the advice had
been timely.
At last the summit of the range was reached, and the
boy pointed to a .dista~t valley where there was a glow.
"Camp-fires !" said Colonel Doan.
"Yes, that is · where the redskins· are lying in wait.
"We have flank;ed them, and at the bottom of this
·rai1ge is the direct trail from the fort, which yott left to
come around, over a dozen miles,- but one-fourth the
distance by the trail," · and the boy began the descent of
the mountain.
,
After a ride of several miles-a ·slow and perilous
But the colon~!. had · made up· his mind to follow the descent in the darkne ss_..:...the · base of the ra·nge was
lead of the mysterious youth, and hence an officer had reached.
l)een sent to leave a note for Buffalo Bill, telling \\-hy
The guide was now alone 'in the lead, the colo_nel folthey had left, and to be ~on hi? guard against a surprise, - lowing, arid, when they came out into the valley, the
. ~hile a large force would be sent out at once from the former said: ·
fort over the trail; and for him, the scout, to remain in •
"This leads airect to the fort, forty miles distant,
hiding upon the cliff until the soldiers returned.
and-hark!"
This note, iiith some supplies, was taken up to the
· All listened attentively, and the sound of many hoofs
tree by a soldier, who climbed the lariat and there left it. was heard moving rapidly, but muffled, as though at a
Descending, the soldier gave the end of. the lariat a distance.
"The Indians have discovered that you eluded their
swing, having tied a stone to it, so that it would not
0
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trap, and; knowing you must come out here, are pushing
hard for this point to head you off; but you are all well
mounted and have over a mile the start, for they are
back ·in Sunset Canyon, so ride hard, and send a courier
ahead to bring help, for they may follow you near the
fort."
Colonel Doan turned to order two couriers sent on
ahead at full speed, but, when he looked again for the
· boy gl;lide, he had disappeared like an apparition.

.

,:· .·'':
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CHAPTER
SAVED
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pathway for a hundred years or more of Indians in their
wanderings.
Jhat the redskins were gaining upon them slowly, but
yet gaining, Colonel Doan well knew ; and so he droppe.d
back to the rear of the comman~nd begai; to form his
men for battle.
The trail was new to him, and to the others, but he
felt that they must be within a dozen miles o"f the fort, and
he intended to let the ladies push on under a small escort,
while he halted to fight the Indians back until reinforcements arrived from the fort.
He was looking out as well as he could in the darkness
for a good place to make a stand, when back over the
level stretch of land he could see the Indians coming in
a large and compact mass.
. They were not more than a qu~rter of a mile away, and
were urging their ponies to the utmost:; determined to run
upon their foes before they should get nearer to the fort.
That there must be half a thousand ' of them, Colpn I
Doan knew, but yet he would halt his little force at the
first good position and fight them.
The ladies, under an escort of an officer and ten men,
were sent forward at the greatest speed their horses
could go, and, coming upon a rise, r~gged with bowlders,
and where there was a cedar thicket, Colonel Doan
ordered his men to wheel into line to make a stand there.
The tired horses were quickly halted, the men .thr.ew
themselves from their saddles and got their carbines and
revolvers ready, sheltering themselves behind the bowlders
and among the trees, and in a minute were ready to meet.
their foes.
/ Not suspecting that a halt had been made, the Sioux
reeled back under the severe fire that greeted them at
short range, but, confident i.n numbers, . r_allied for a
charge, .when behind the soldiers came wild cheers, the
sound of bugles, and the thunder of a hundred iron-shod
· horses in full run.
The Indians heard it, too, and they began to check their
ponies to fly, for they knew that their foes had received
help from the fort.
But, good riders though th.ey were, half a thousand
charofocr horses were not easily turned about, and the
cont~nt;' of the carbines of the cavalry that had come
to the rescue were poured upon them with deadly effect.
The mounted infantry was also coming up at a run,
and the two guns were fai:ly flying i~to position'. and
going into action, the burstmg of shells of. the artillery
sent death among the now retreating redskms, a retreat
that ended in a stampede.
Pursued by the cavalry, the Sioux, badly whipped,
were scatterincr in every direction when day dawned, and
Colonel Doan° camped upon the field, while he said to
Captain Gordon :
.
"And it was that boy who told me to send couners on
ahead to the fort for aid, when I would not have thought
it necessary, so the fight was won through him-in fact,
he has· saved us."

The y.~µ~g .guide h.ad d~sappeared almost myst~riously.
Some· had, seen him nde out of the trail mto the
shado~ whit€· Colonel Doan was giving orders, but, when
looked for, he could not be found.
The colonel had dispatched two couriers to the fort, in
case the horse of one of them should fail, with orders
not to spare the spur .a nd press on at th~ utmos~ speed.
He had sept for a force of cavalry, mounted mfantry
and two guns, something over two hundred men, for
he hoped to be able to give the redskins a lesson, and
yet he did not like to take more men from the fort, as
the youth had hinted to him that a still larger band of
Sioux might make an attack on the fort.
As the youth could not be found, there was not a
moment to lose waiting for or searching for him, and
so the colonel gave the order to form columns of four,
as the trail was broad enough, and thus push on at a
canter for the Indians could be heard coming rapidly,
the s~und of many hoof-falls echoing in the Sunset
_..Canyon.
On went the cavalry, and they kept a steady pace until
the colonel .felt that the Indians must have reached the
spot where they came into the trail.
Then he halted ·and listened, several officers with him,
while the command pushed on.
The sound of the iron-shod hoofs of the troopers'
horses soon died away, and then came the dull thud of
the shodless ponies.
_
The sound ceased as the redskins drew rein at the
trail down the mountain.
"They are searching fo r our trail.
"We will gain a few minutes by their delay, so will
overtake the command," said Colonel Doan.
They had gone a quarter of a mile and drew rein to
cross <I'Stream and water their horses.
Then there came to their ears the sound of wild yells
of rage.
.
· "They have discovered that we flanked them, and are
on our way to the fort; but how far ahead they do not
know."
.
"We must ride for it, gentlemen, and our horses are
fleeter than their ponies, though not as enduring."
With this, the little party dashed nn. and after a mile's ,
hard ride overtook the command.
Going to the front, the col.one! .incre~sed the speed to a
CHAPTER VIII.
steady gallop, withqut saymg anythmg to alarm the
ON THE SEARCH FOR BUFFALO BILL.
ladies.
•
Thus the flight continued through the night, following
The ladies had kept on to the fort, while Colonel Doan
the broad trail mile after mile, and which had been a and his men had camped in a pleasant valley near the

.
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scene of the fight, to care for the wounded and bury the
dead, paleface and redskin alike.
A courier had been sent to the fort to report a victory,
and for ambulances for the wounded, and several scouts
havirtg come out with the reinforcements, Colonel Doan
felt more at ease, for, with Indian Dick away and accused as being a traitor, and Buffalo Bill left behind, he
had severely felt the absence of men in buckskin, so abso-·
lutely necessary to a frontier force of soldiers.
As several of the Indians had been but slightly
wounded, the colonel ordered their wounds dressed, and
the pursuit having been recalled, they were to go on after
their comrades and bring a number of braves back with
them to loo}< after _their injured comrades and their dead.
They ·were accordingly well mounted, and started upon
their mission, one of the scouts who spoke their language
well having told them that Colonel Doan and his men
would break camp in the afternoon to return to the fort,
leaving the redskins with supplies to await the return of
their comrades for them.
In scouting about with a few troopers and a scout,
Lieutenant Arthur Lowery, the colonel's aide, came upon
a dead horse, saddled and bridled.
At once he halted, and, turning to a sergeant, called
out:
/
"Sergeant, do you recognize that horse?"
"It's Indian Dick'';, sir."
"Yes, I was sure of it.
.
"See if there is anything about the saddle to further
prove it is the horse of the traitor guide."
The sergeant dismounted, and, with one of the men,
stripped the saddle and bridle from the animal, the former
unfastening a bfal)ket rolled up_ and fastened to the cant el
of the saddle, thereby revealing an Indian chief's feather,
war-bonnet and afot of paints.
.
'!It's Indian Dick's, sir, for I saw these Indian fixin's
one night when he unrolled his blanket, and he said he
kept them with him to play redskin if he got into a tight
place any time."
"I dare say he could play Indian better than he admitted; but we will take those things with us, sergeant,
the whole outfit, and I'm only sorry we did not find
Indian Dick instead of his dead horse.
"I think I shall ask the colonel to let me take a few
more men and scout back on the trail to look Jp Buffalo
Bill."
"Yes, sir: and I would like to go along, sir."
"You shall, sergeant."
"Me, too, loot'nent, for, though this country is a leet.Ie
new ter me, it are ther same ter most of us, but I'm
willin' ter learn it, and kinder feel dubious about our .
Chief o' Scouts, Buf'ler Bill, ther best man as ever wore
buckskin," said Nugget Nat, who had come out West .
as a miner, struck it rich· by finding a fortune in one
golden nugget, but which had been the ruin of him, for
he had dissipated it all away, and then became a scout,
saying he never wished again to have more than a living.
A good scout he was, and a good man, too, but he had
only been at Fort Belvue a few months, and had not yet,
as he expressed it, "Got ther lay o' ther land down jist
fine."
"All right, Nugget Nat, you are the man I want with
me as scout, and we'll find Buffalo Bill, or know what
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has become of him," was the lieutenant's answer, and he
led ·the way back to the camp.
Colonel Doan readily acquiesced in the request of the
lieutenant to go on the search for B,~ffalo Bill, but ordered
him to take a detachment of thirty-five men, selected from
three troops, and a company of mounted infantry, another
officer with him and a second scout besides Nugget Nat,
and this would give him all told a force of about forty
men.
As the command pulled out. for the fort, the lieutenant
started upon his expedition by a flank movement, not
wishing to be seen by the _Indians, some thirty in number,
who had just returned · to the scene for their dead and
wounded comrades, wholly unable to undf!rstand why
the palefaces had given ·them up to them~· · ·
As it was nearing sunset, Nugget Nat, who was ahead
of the little command, suddenly halted, and all heard the
clatter of approaching hoofs, then the rapid rattle of a
repeating rifle, answered by other shots, and the next
moment a horseman dashed into view, pursued by half a
hundred warriors.
"Buffalo Bill, by the gods of war! and mounted upon
that boy guide's Pinto pony!" cried Lieutenant Lowery,
as he quickly formed his men for action.

CPI'APTER IX.
THE

LOST

TRAIL.

When Buffalo Bill climbed up to the top of the cliff,
by the aid of the lariat, which he had caught over the
tree growing among the rocks;; , .he had quickly' looked
aroun<!I him to see if there was . not a dead body lying '
somewhere about.
That the intended assassin of Colonel Doan could escape
the volley of carbines turned upon him, he could not believe.
He saw at once that the man had expected to remain
hidden among the rocks, not supposing that any one
could get up to him, but his throwing the lariat had disabused his mind of that idea and he had fled, h!J.Ying to
take the risk of Hie gantlet bf fire from the position he
held.
But Buffalo Bill, instead of finding a dead man, beheld
one very much alive, and in full flight.
He had bounded down the steep slope to where his
horse was staked out, and the scout saw him just as he
was mounting.
Then up went the deadly rifle. There was a quick aim
as the horse bounded away, and Buffalo Bill sa)v that his
bullet had gone true, for the man reeled in his saddle, ,
clutched at the horn and half drew rein, and the next
instant he drove his spurs deep and dashed away.
The scout could have fired again, but he was not one
to hit a man when down.
The man had fired to kill the colonel, and just the result of the shot Buffalo Bill did not know.
He would have preferred for the intended assassin to
have turned upon him, and so have it out, but he saw that
he would escape unless he brought him down, so he fired,
for to try and kill Colonel Doan from ambush was deserving of death a& a forfoit for his act.
"I believe he is hard hit, so I will follow him," was
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Buffalo Bill's comment, as he walked rapidly on after the
flying horseman. ·
He saw where the horse had been staked out, and he
took notice that the animal was shod, though evidently an
Indian pony.
Following the trail, Buffalo Bill kept upon it for a
couple of miles or more, the while expecting to come upon
the wounded man or his dead body.
At length he ·call}e to a stream and here he discovered
that the man had halte-cl, dismounted, and bent down to
quench his thirst, for the bank was red with blood, and
there were the prints of his hands in the soft earth.
Looking across the stream, Buffalo Bill could see that
the horse had not left the water there.
He had gone either up or down the stream, and this
was, of course, to throw pursuit off his trail.
The scout hesitated, wondering just what to do.
If the colonel was seriously wounded, he decided, the
command would push rapidly on to Fort Belvue.
Of course, his horse would be left in the canyon for
,
him, just where his lariat was.
Perhaps some of the men would remain there to await
his coming.
If too badly wounded to travel rapidly, the colonel
would be put in the ambulance, and perhaps the command
'""Quid go into camp not far away.
"h1dian Dick .had said to the scout that there was no
way fo get upon that ridge with a horse without riding
miles in one direction or the other.
So Buff!fo Bill felt assured i~ he went back to the
canyon on foot it would take some time, and to get his
horse and ride around to the spot where he then was
would hardly be possible before nightfall.
Then a search would have to be made for the trail, to
see which way the man had gone, and this could not be
done before the next day.
If he remained there and looked up the trail he would
gain time, for he had heard of a hermit living in that
country, whose appearance ]answered that of the man ne
had got a shot at.
If this was the hermit, 'he argued, his retreat could
not be very far away; but, as he had never heard of his
being unfriendly to the soldiers, why had he attempted
· to kill Colonel Doan ?
Anxious to find the man, dead or alive, Buffalo Bill
threw his rifle over his shoulder and started down the
.
stream.
His eyes searched both banks· as he went along to discover where the horse had left the water.
But, after gbing a couple of miles, he came to some
rapids, which showe~ ~hat th~t mai:i had not passed them.
Nor was there a trace of his having gone ashore before
reaching the rapids.
To make sure, however, Buffalo Bill retraced his steps
~!owly, searchit.ig as thoroughly as he went along as be.
:
fure .
· Be reached the spot he had started from, having dis'rcd <mh that the wounded man must have turned
lhe stre<irn.
So up the stream he went, and, after several miles,
came to where, upon the other shore, a lava valley ran to
the very edge of the water.
There the horseman must have gone ashore, and, f~rtu-

nately, a fallen tree, a short ldistance above, bridged the
stream, and Hie scout crossed.
But night came on, and Buffalo Bill was compelled t.o
admit that rid· hoof could make a trail in that lava valley,
and there were a dozen different directions that the fugitive might have gone in from the banks of the stream
and leave no trace of his going.
"Well, I"ve lost the trail-that is certain.
"~ow, ~o find my way back in the darkness is the
question," he said.
CHAPTER X.
WAITING

FOR

HIM.

Buffalo Bill started upon the back trail, tired and hungry, for he had brought no food with him, and had been
too anxious to find the man he was in search of to look
for game to bring down with his rifle.
He found no difficulty in going back over his trail as
long as he kept to the banks of the stream. .
But the darkness was intense in the timber along the
banks, and he could not tell just' whei;e he had reached
the water, so, rather than go astray, he determined to
camp for the night.
vVithout food, he could only take his fill of water from
the stream, and then wrap himself in his blanket and go
to sleep ir .as good a spot as he could find.
But Buffalo Bill was one to take things as they came,
good and bad, and never grumble, so he slept well and
awoke at dawn.
If he had no breakfast, he consoled himselii with the
thought that he had not the work of collecting wood ,
making a fire and cooking food.
As he trudged along upon the trail of the horseman
he had followed, a deer ran near him, but, hungry though
he was, he would not fire, determined to wait until he
reached camp, for he felt certain that some one had been
left with his horse to await his return.
He walked briskly and had reached the foot of the
ridge when the sun was about an hour high.
Ascending the slope toward the cliff, and feeling that
he would soon join his friends, Buffalo Bill started as
he suddenly saw a form before him, directly in his path,
.
and leaning upon a rifle.
Instantly He w'as on his guard, for he knew not whether
to expect friend or foe.
His first glance made him aware of the presence of
some one, and the thought flashed through his mind that
it was Indian Dick waiting for him.
,
No, it was not Indian Dick.
Instead, it was a mere youth in buckskin, and with a
most unique cap of various-hued feathers .
Tl1is much Buffalo Bill saw, as well as noting that the:
person was a perfect stranger to him, and more, that his
manner was not hostile.
On the contrary, it seemed that he was waiting for the
scout.
He had seen Buffalo Bill first, and arose at his approach.
The scout kept on, instinctively ready for a trap should
one be sprung upon him.
"You are Buffalo Bill t' said. the youth, as the scout
drew near.
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"Yes; but just who you are, I cannot guess, my young
pard," answered the scout, in a kindly way, gazing at the
youth with admiration.
"'I do not know myself, but that does not matter, as
I am here to save you."
"From what?"
"Indians."
Buffalo Bill eyed the youth searchingly, and asked:
"vVhere did you come from?"
"My home."
"vVhere is it?"
"Never mind now about me, for you are in danger."
"Where are there any Indians?"
"Not far from here, lying in ambush in the canyon
for you."
"Ah! but I expected to find friends there."
"Soldiers ?"
"Yes."
"They are gone."
"vVhere ?"
"To the fort."
"But they surely left some one with a horse for me?"
"No; they left a letter and some supplies on the cliff
where your lariat is fastened to a tree, for they had to go
away."
"I will go and see what the letter says. But how do
you know this ?"
"I knew that Indian Dick, the renegade, was your
guide, and was leading you into ·a trap, for he had hundreds of Sioux hidden in Sunset Canyon to attack the
·
soldiers.
"So I went to your chief anc! told him Indian Dick was
a traitor, and I would guide him by a secret trail over
the mountains, around Sunset Canyon."
"You tell me that you saw Colonel Doan?"
"Yes."
"Where?"
"He was camped on ahead of here half a mile."
"Was he wounded?"
. "No; for the bullet fired at him flattened on a gold
badge he wore."
"Thank Heaven for that!
"But you sa Indian Dick is a renegade and treacherous?"
"Yes; he lives with the Indians, but pretends to be a
trapper living alone."
"Ah, and he had set a trap for the soldiers, you say?"
"Yes."
"If this is true, then my estimate of the man was
correct, for I doubted him from the first, and he had an
ugly look that no honest man should have."
"He is a bad man."
"Where is he now ?"
"Wit,h the Sioux, I guess, for he started out from the
camp to find you, he said, but' I saw his trail lead in
another direction, and the colonel sent an officer to see it,
for he was a little afraid to trust me at first."
"But he did trust you?"
"Yes, and sent for the men waiting for you in the canyon, and I guided the soldiers by• night around Sunset
Canyon, and there left them, for I thought I'd better come
back and save you."

II

Buffalo Bill regarded the youth earnestly for a moment, and then said, as he held forth his hand :
"Boy pard, put it there, for we must know each other
better."
CHAPTER XI.
BUFFALO BILL PUZZLED.

The youth shook hands with the great scout in an
awkward manner, for the act was wholly new to him,
though his adopted father had explained to him how _much
there was in a handshake.
In fact, the old hermit had taught the boy all he k!l_! w
himself, had encouraged him to read, and always had
bought books of various kinds in his pilgrimages to the
settlements after supplies, ordering works that were a surprise to the one he ordered them of, for the man was a
scholar and knew the world well from which he had exiled himself by some deed of evil.
Don, the boy hermit, therefore was strangely well informed, yet he had had no practical experience with the
outside world of which he had read so much.
"So you are here to save me, eh?"
"Yes."
"NO'\v, tell me just what you wish to save me from."
"I left the soldiers last night, after guiding them to
the trail.
"The Sioux would follow them, I knew, but they could
escape them.
"Then I came to save you, and as· I turned into the
timber I heard the Sioux riding hard after the soldiers,
and there were a great many of them.
"They had discovered that some one had found out
what they were up to, and had guided the palefaces around
·
the danger.
"When they passed me, I rode back to the trail I had
led the soldiers, not to meet the Sioux.
"I was coming to the canyon to meet you, but I concluded to scout ahead on foot first, and it was well that
I did, for I found a small band of Sioux in the pass .
"They had seen the lariat, I guess, climbed up it, and
found the letter and bag of provisions, and so knew some
one was coming. back that way.
"That's how I thought it was, for there they were,
•
hiding in the canyon."
"I guess you've got it about right, young pard."
"I went back to my pony, and rode along the ridge
until I came to 'a break, and then turned in to come here.
"My pony is feeding down in the valley, where I hid
him, and I stayed here, for they have a lookout who
would see you if you went on the cliff, and signal to the
others you were coming."
"About how many reds are there waiting for me?"
"I saw a dozen,. but there were more, I am certain."
.
"Too many for us to tackle."
"We could not get near them, for they have their lookouts watching."
"It's worth a risk for me to get something to eat, for
I'm as hungry as a coyote."
"I've got some meat and bread with me-,.,it's where
my pony is, and you can have it, for I'm going home as
soon as I guide you to the trail to the fort, and then you'll
have to be careful, for the Sioux are scattered all about."
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"I will; but you are a trump to give me something to
eat, so suppose we go and.tackle it, for I guess you haven't
had your breakfast yet."
.
"Yes, I ate my breakfast bef9re daybreak, when I came
he're to head you off, for I supposed you had gone so fat<
y9u could not return at night."
' "You've hit it there, boy pard, for I followed the man
who so cowardly shot at Colonel Doan from an ambush,
and I wish I could have come up with him.
"H~ was a large man, with long hair and beard, and
di-essed in buckskin.
"I fired at him as he mounted his horse, a d hit him,
but do not know how seriously he was woui'.i.rleu.
"Can you tell me w~ he is ?"
· ''
' ·
"I cannot tell you, 11 ·,.Y,a"s~ the quiet reply.
"Well, I'll find out soine day, for ,he is too dangerous
to ru11 at large, when '. }le ~turns his rifle from ambush .
upon such a noble mar\1 ~ splendid soldi~r . as i.~ Colohe1
Doan.
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"He is some renegade wliiite man who foars the commg
a£ the soldiers into tl~s country, but I'll trail him to his
' >t• ~~"· · ·
1
lair iet."
Don made no reply;'l1fot ·walked on to where his Pinto
pony was staked out, and, getting his haversack of provisions from his saddle, he handed it to the ~cout.
Eagerly }3uffalo Bill attacked the broiled venison steak
and hoecakl'!, and greatly enjoyed his cold breakfast, leaving enough ,for another meal, which he handed back to
the youth, who said :
;;,,
"You keep it, for it's a· long ride "fb the fort, and ypu
will need it."
"I thank.you, pard; but I'm good no'Y for another twenty-four hotf~s, and do not wish to deprive you."
"But I am going home as soon as I have put you on
the trail, for from where I leave you you can ride to the
•
fort by night."
"Well, I'll have to hoof it, pard, as I have IJ.O .horse."
"I . know; so, wop't you take mine?"
"What will you do?"
"Hoof it," was the smiling reply.
"No, I'm not a tenderfoot, ·so can walk; you saved me
from 's tarving, and I;ll not take your horse."
"Take him, for I don't mind a run on foot."
"Why not go to the fort with me?"
"Oh, no, no ! Not there!"
"Why not?"
·I
"I'll go home."
"Where is your home?"
"It's yonder," and in the sweep of the yout~'s hand
Buffalo Bill could not place the direction.
"Who do you live with?"
"I am all alone now," was the pathetic reply.
"Then, you are a boy hermit," and Buffalo Bill was
nwr~ than ever interested in the youth.
"Yes, I'm a boy hermit."
"WiU you not take me to your home?"
"No, no! oh, no! You must not go there," was the
quick and eager reply.
More and more impressed with the youth, Buffalo Bill
questioned him farther, but, seeing that he seemed distressed, and gave evasive answers, he said :
'
"Pardon me, my young friend, but I feel a deep interest
in you, and, believe me, yqu will ever find me your friend.,

"Some day I hope we will know each other better, qut
now I will 'not force myself upon you, though 'I wish to
ask you honestly if yop desire me to take your horse?"
"Yes, I do."
"What· shall I do with him after reaching the fort?"
"Keep him, for I give him to you; but you must go
now," and, saddling his pony and lengthening the stirrups
for the scout, when the latter mounted, the youth started
off on foot, at a swinging run that surprised the scout
at its steady and rapid pace.
CHAPTER XII.
A

TIMELY

.,

MEETING,

"That boy is a mystery to me, more than I can fathom,"
muttered Buffalo Bill, as, without any effort, Don sped
along the valley at the base of the range, keeping the pony
at a canter.
His rifle was slung over his shoulder, his body erect, and
he ran like one who had been trained to it, and was ttntiring.
Putting the spurs to the pony, which he found to be
a splendid animal, Buff~lo Bill rode close up behind the
you'th, and called out :
"Say, pard, there is no need of your running so."
"It's as easy a gait as walking," was the reply.
"Does it not tire you, for you have come over half a
mile?"
"Ah, no; I can keep this pace up for many miles."
"Then you learned that from the Indian runners?"
"Yes."
"I cannot feel comfortable riding your horse an.cl you
running along on foot."
. ·" ,.
"Oh, don't mind me, for I'm aU right," came Don's
usual answer.
"Yes, you appear to be; but how far is it to the place
where you leave me?"
"About three miles, for there is a break in the range
there."
"Let me at least carry your rifle."
"No; it is not heavy."
· Buffalo Bill said no more.
He saw that the youth was running swiftly along without an effort, and he felt that he was anxious to get him
to the place where he would part company with him.
So he kept the Pinto at a canter until the boy halted
where there was a narr:ow canyon penetrating' the ridge.
If he breathed more rapidly, if his run told on him, it
was not evident to the scout, who regarded him now with
admiration, and said:
"Well, boy pard, you beat 'em all, for I don't know just
where to find your match."
Don smiled, as though the words of praise from a man
like Buffalo Bill pleased him, and replied:
"Here is ~he canyon, and when you pass through it
you will come out into the big valley through which the
Indian trail runs, and which will lead you to the fort,
but I'll go up on the ridge and signal you if all is clear
through the pass, for Sioux may be hanging about."
"It is something new to have some one looking to my
safety, for it's my business to take care of other people;
but I confess I do not know this country, having only
come to Fort Belvue a week ago.
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The pony he rode was a good one, and fleet, too, but he
"Sorfie day I'll square the debt of gratitude I owe you,
had already been hard pressed in the· rides of his yonng
boy pard."
master, and the scout's weight was so much greater that
. .
··r-.; 0 ; let it be as it is.
"I'll go to yonder high point and wave !11Y hand tf 1t it told upon him.
But the sight of the troopers changed the aspect of
is all riO"ht, and if not I'll come back and gmde you to anaffairs greatly, for Lieutenant Lowery at once formed his
other p~ss half a dozen miles farther on."
"Good-by," and Buffalo Bill again held out his hand, men in line Olf battle, and they advanced with carbines
ready to fire, and to follow a volley with a charge with
which this time was grasped firmly in return.
Going up the steep hill with apparently no effort, the revolvers and sabers.
The redskins took in at a glance the situation, that,
youth approached the point he had referred to cautiously,
though they might outnul\lber the soldiers, they were no
and after a moment, waved his hand.
he did so, he moved his position, disappearing from match for them, so they halted to at least make a show of
resistance, while Buffalo Bill called out:
sight and Buffalo Bill rode on into the pass.
"There are not over fifty .of them, sir, and a volley will
Tl;e other end of the canyon ended in abrupt cliffs, and
Buffalo Bill was almost under tHeir shadow when he sud- stampede them."
As there was now no danger of hitting the scout, Lieudenly saw a puff of smoke shoot out from the heights
above, a report followed, and an Indian brav_e leaped to his tenant Lowery ordered a halt for steady aim, and the carfeet from behind a rock not a hundred feet tn front of the bines began to crack all along the line, with a result that
several warriors fell from their saddles and as many
scout, but dropped dead as he was bounding away.
Instantly Buffalo Bill was on the alert, but from the ponies also went down.
"Charge!" shouted the lieutenant, as Buffalo Bill had
cliffs he heard the words:
··My shot will warn them, so dash out into the valley wheeled by his side, and the troopers were off with a
cheer.
and run for it.
Still the Indians made a show of resistance to get their
"He was the sentinel of the band!'
dead and wounded, and a shower of arrows and bullets
"And leave you?" cried the scout, reproachfully.
"They will know nothing of me, thinking you killed met the soldiers, hitting a fatal blow here and there.
But the rush of the cavalry was irresistible, and the
him. I'm all right, so go!"
Buffalo Bill did not half like the idea of leaving the Sioux ,fell back, at first slowly, then rapidly, and, as the
brave youth but he realized the truth of what he said, troopers were upon them, revolver in one hand, saber in
and felt that he was amply able to take care of himself, the other, it became a perfect stampede.
For half a mile they were pursued until every individso he dashed forward to the mouth of the canyon.
Whatever his intention had been, he had to quickly ual brave seemed to have scattered in a different direction,
and then the recall was sounded by the bugler, arid the
make up his mind to act.
There lay the dead brave, his rifle by his side, and _victorious men rode back to go into camp and look after
cocked, showing that he must have had his aim upon the the dead and wounded.
A good camp ground was found in some timber, where
scout when the youth discovered him from the cliffs
there was a small lake, and the men were busy looking
above, and fired the fatal shot.
But, then, too, coming up the valley at a r.un, was .a after their wounded comrades,, some half a dozen in numstring of red horsemen, alarmed by the shot, and evt- ber, and their dead, for three troopers had been killed
outright.
dently just coming out of a camp a short distance off.
But the loss to the redskins was very heavy, no one
Buffalo Bill was within range of his rifle he knew, but ·
being wounded, but over a score bf dead.
he did not fire.
"Well, lieutenant, I brought you a fight!" said Buffalo
The way to the fort was open to him to escape, for the
Bill, as he joined Lieutenant Lowery in his camp after the
'
Sioux came from the other direction.
He glanoed up at the ridge, fearful that the youth battle.
"Yes, Bill, and a good one, for we gave them a severe
would fire upon the redskins advancing.
blow, though we can but regret our own Joss-still, they
But he had disappeared.
So away he went at a run on the trail toward the fort, met a soldier's fate, and so we must look at it."
"You know we were searching for you?"
and, as he looked back, he saw that the red pursuers were
"Searching for me, sir?"
increasing in number.
Urging his pony to better speed, he discovered that , "Yes; for all were anxious to know what had become
there were some fleet animals ridden by the Indians, and of you, after we saw you fire at the intended assassin of
as several seemed gaining, after a run of over an hour, Colonel Doan on the cliff."
"To quote from a boy pard of mine, sir, I will say:
he brought his repeating rifle to bear and fired.
A moment after, he dashed upon the command of 'Oh, I was all right!'" said Buffalo Bill, with a smile.
"That we did not know, and after the battle the colonel
Lieutenant Arthur Lowery on the search for him.
readily granted me leave to bring a force in search of
you."
CHAPTER XIII.
"Then you had a battle, sir?"
BEATEN BACK,
"Oh, yes, for the redskins, five hundred strong, purIt was a relief to Buffalo Bill to see the troopers, for sued us and brought us to bay just as reinforcements
he was already looking about for a place where he could came up from the fort, and we gained a great victory."
"Colonel Doan was not badly hurtt then.("
stand at bay if the redskins drew still nearer to him•

As
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"A mere bruise, but it was the closest call of his life."
"It would have been bad enough had he been killed,
but terrible, indeed, if he had fallen before the eyes of his
wife and daughter."
"I am so glad if was no worse, s'ir, for that shot was
well aimed."
"And the assassin, Cody?"
"I lost him, sir."
"Does that mean that , you killed him?"
"Oh, no, sir; but I wounded him, tracked him for
miles, and then lost his trail in a lava valley."
"Too bad."
"Yes, sir; but you were warned of danger by a boy?"
"Ah! you know that; but you must, as you are riding
his pony."
"He saved me, yes, twice, I may say, and merely told
me he had told Colonel Doan of an ambush prepared
for him, that Indian Dick was a traitor guide leading
him into it, and that he guided him around the Indians
·
in hiding."
"He did, indeed; but, Cody, who is that boy?"
"It was just the question I was going to ask you, sir?"
"You met him ?"
"Yes, sir; I'll tell you about it," and Buffalo Bill did so.
Then the lieutenant told of the youth's coming to their
camp, his charge against Indian Dick, how they had been
guided around the ambush by the young unknown, and
then of the pursuit and battle that followed.
Buffalo Bill listened with deepest attention to all Lieutenant Lowrey said, and then remarked :
"You left the ambulances in the camp, sir, so they must
.
be there yet."
"Yes, and we brought extra horses along to take them
back with us, if the Indians had not burned them, for the
ba?.gage of the ladies we cached." ·
'We can go on to that camp, sir, if you will, ' and the
ambulances will be just what we want for our wounded4
so can be sent on to the fort under a small escort, for 1
am ffoing to ask you to do me a favor, Lieutenant Lowery,' said the scout, earnestly.
CHAPTER XIV.
BUFFALO BILL'S RESOLVE.

"Certainly, Cody, with great pleasure, so say what it is
you wish me to do," answered Lieutenant Lowery, in response to what the scout had said.
"It is nearly sunset now, sir, but I can go on ahead
rapidly with a few men to the camp, where you left the
ambulances, and send them back here, so the wounded
can .start early in the morning for the fort."
"Yes."
"If you come on then to the camp near the canyon, we
will be between the wounded here and the redskins, and
it will be a good base to operate from."
"Yes, and it is a good camp for defense, while grass,
wood and water are plentiful about it.
"But you deem it best we should hold it for a few days,
to keep our eyes on the redskins, I see, and I will so send
word to Colonel Doan."
"Yes, sir, that, in fact, was my idea, but I thought
while you were. in camp there, and maki~~. short scouts
about, I would like to go off on a long traiL

"Ah! after the man who fired on the colonel?"
"Yes, sir-partly; but also after that boy."
"I see."
"He knows who the man was, I feel sure, who fired at
the colonel, and then, t0o, I wish to find out who and
what he is."
"By all means, if you can, for he is a blank mystery
to all of us, from the colonel down."
"And to me, sir; but why not fathom him?"
"True."
"He served the command well, sir, and he saved me,
too, and he accused Indian Dick of being a traitor, a
renegade; but who is he?"
"I give it up, Cody."
"If he is allied with bad white men dwelling in these
mountains, and I half believe that he is, why, we must
find it out and take the noble young fellow out of such
•
con1pany."
"It is just what should be done, if we can."
"Now, lieutenant, that young fellow talks like a book,
he has no dialect, no slang, and speaks like a man in
years, and one of education and refinement, yet he must
have been a long time in this wild land to know it as he
does, and know the Indians also so well.
''He says he is a boy hermit; but are there not others
who are near him, and what is the influence that he is
under?"
"I have heard there were white men dwelling in this
country, allying themselves with the Indians, while they
hunt for gold, and it would be to their interest to keep
the soldiers and settlers away, and to do this, they would
war with the Sioux against their own people."
"You are right."
"Now, it was. a white man, sir, who fired upon the
colonel, and Indian Dick, who claimed to be a lone trapper
and hunter, proved to be a traitor, so he must be in league
with that intended assassin."
"Yes, but do you suspect that boy can be of that gang?"
"I fear ;o, sir, but that his nature revolts at their
crimes, and he does what good he can to counteract their
evil deeds.
"What else can he be, sir, though I may be mistaken?"
"You do not generally get far off the trail, Cody, and
I beuin to see the situation as you do, and would like,
abov~ all things, to run .that boy to his lair and rescue him
from those he is with, if they are such as you think; but
he boldly charged Indian Dick with treachery, and that
I
proves they cannot be friendly."
"It does, sir; but if he wished to cut loose from men
of that stripe, why did he still hide his identity, refuse to
speak of himself, or return with me to the fort?"
"That is more than I can answer, Bill."
"Well, sir, it is my wish to find out, and to-morrow
morning I will leave the camp at dawn to track him to
his abiding place."
"But he is afoot, Cody, and it will be a trail to follow
that will puzzle even you."
Buffalo Bill smiled and replied:
· "Lieutenant Lowery, I was compelled by circumstances
to desert that youth in what seemed close quarters for him.
"Bµt I saw that he had too much wisdom to betray his
presence by firing on the Indians, so kt them all go off
in pursuit of me.
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"They therefore supposed that I had killed their sentinel in the canyon, and the youth, being on foot, they will
not find his trail, but follow the tracks of the pony."
"Yes."
"Now, I have an excuse for going back to see after my
boy hermit to find out if he escaped all right."
"Yes; but where will you go, Cody?"
"I will go to the canyon, sir, where I left him, and
will go supplied with several days' provisions, for I may
be detained, sir, in my search, and, if so, you must not
remain in camp on my account, sir."
''I'll remain, Cody, if I have to send to the fort after
a month's rations."
"Thank you, sir!"
"But it will be like looking for a needle in a haystack,
to search for that boy's foot trail in these mountain s."
Again Buffalo Bill smiled, and replied:
"You forget, sir, that I shall ride his pony."

CHAPTER XV.
ON

THE

RIGHT

TRAIL.

The dead soldiers were buried with military honors,
the warriors slain were decently placed in their graves,
and Lieutenant Lowery had the wounded cared for with
all the skill that kind and willing hands could bestow
upon them.
Buffalo Bill had gone on with the junior lieutenant,
Frank Nesmith and half the men, to establish the camp
at which Colonel Doan had been joined by the Boy Hermit, and to find the ambulances and baggage which had
been hidden away.
They found the two ambulance·s just ,as they had been
left, and the baggage also, with several pack saddles of
supplies also hidd en by the soldiers, as it would be a hard
climb for pack animals, the youth had told them, by the
trail over the mountain.
The horses brought along were hitched to the ambulances, which <It: once started for the camp, where the
wounded were, while Lieutenant Nesmith got all in readiness for the rest of the command when it should arrive
in the morning, for Lieutenant Lowery had decided to
remain where he was all night.
vVhen he had started the wounded for the fort, he
would come on to the advance camp in the morning.
Buffalo Bill's own horse had been brought to him, so
he had mounted him, to spare the Boy Hermit's pony all
that he could, and cared for him well upon reaching
.
camp.
Hungry and tired, the scout had his supper, and then
soug ht his blanket for the night.
He was up with the dawn, had breakfast, and , putting
his saddle upon the Pinto pony, took his own horse in
lead, and was ready to start upon his lone trail.
He had carried ample supplies along, and Lieutenant
Nesmith said, as he rode away:
"You will fimd us awaiting you here, Cody, if you return in three days, but if you delay longer, we will be on
your trail searching for you, so mark it well."
"Yas, chief; jist leave a hint which way yer goes when
trails grow dim, so as we kin track yer, ter bury yer
decent if yer has been kilt, and avenge yer, or ter take

keer o' yer if yer is in distress and needs our aid/' called
out Nugget Nat.
With a salute to Lieutenant Nesmith and a wave of the
hand to the scout and .t he men, Buffalo Bill rode out of
camp, allowing the pony he bestrode to take his own way
from the very start.
He had not gone far before he• came to the cliff which
had so nearly been the scene of a tragedy, and which he
had climbed by mean s of his lariat.
The;·e were no IndiallJ! there then, but the lasso hung
tied up, just within reach ctf his hand, and Buffalo Bill
decided to get it, and what had been left for him.
He had another lasso with him, and this he coiled about ·
his waist and began to climb.
Reaching the shelf upon which the tree grew, he
found the note and bag of food just where it had been
placed, and where he could not have failed finding them
had he return ed in the night.
Taking the lasso he had brought with him, he ti ed the
two together, and l~t the other ends fall to the canyon
below.
That the Indians had been there, he did not doubt, but
they had left all intact, expecting he would return and
fall into their clutches.
Catching hold of the .two lariats, Buffalo Bill slid down
to the canyon, and then pulled on one. until the other
was drawn over the limb of the tree.
1\founting again, he allowed the pony to take his own
·
way.
That the pony was not going home by the canyon out
of which Buffalo Bill had ridden guided by the boy, he
well knew, but he was moving along as though he knew
just where he was going, so he was given free rein.
Passing out of the canyon into a valley, the pony still
followed along at the base of the' cliffs, which yet presented an m1broken wall to the gaze of the scout.
Feeling, after the large ' battle, and their fight with
Lieutenant Lowery, that the Indians w'ould retreat rapidly to their villages, Buffalo Bill had no fear of meeting
them in force, though he was constantly on the lookout
for some straggler, perhaps two or mor·e together, and
avoided every rock and thicket that would serve as a good
place of ambush for them.
He was glad to observe also that, no matter how he
turned · his pony out to clear a bowlder or thick underbrush, he invariably went back in the direction he had
first started.
At length he came .to a break in the solid wall of rock,
and the pony turned into it without hesitation.
There was a dim trail there, and this the pony followed,
crossing the range, going through the valley beyond, and
at la~t, to the surprise and delight of the scout, halting
on the banks of the stream just where he had lost the
trail of the intended assassin of Colonel Doan.
CHAPTER XVI.
FOUND.

"This looks to me as though the man who fired at
Colonel Doan and my Boy Hermit took the same trail to
get home," said Buffalo Bill, as the Pinto pony stopped
at the edge of the stream.
' Giving him his rein, the scout allowed the pony to
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drink, his own horse in lead quietly seeming to wonder
why he was not ridden by his n'1aster.
As soon as the horses had finished drinking, Buffalo
Bill urged the pony on, without touching the reins, and he
smiled g1imly as the animal turned up the stream.
The creek averaged in depth ·from knee deep to the
saddle cinch, but the hor~es did not mind it the pony seeming to know the bed of the stream well, for he steered·
clear of the holes here and there to be found.
At last they came near the SIX>t where the lava vall·~y
formed one bank of the creek for nearly half a mile, and
Buffalo Bill was anxious to see if the pony would turn
out there.
He did, without hesitation, and made an easy landing,
in spite of the Hinty nature of the bank on that side.
Still allowing his reins to hang loose on the saddle
horn, Buffalo Bill saw that the pony kept straight across
the rugged valley, straight as the bird flies.
He was heading for a distant cliff, some two miles distant.
"It would take a small army to surround this valley ·
and find where the trail leaves it, if it could be done then,"
muttered the scout.
\i\!hen the head of the valley was reached there were
seen two volcanic mountains, one on either side, and be.
tween them there led a canyon.
Riding into the canyon, the scout saw that the nature
of the country was changing, the lava had not fl.owed it;i
the direction he was going, but toward the stream, simply inundating centuries ago the once beautiful valley, and
leaving it barren fl.int. ·
Beyond the two solferino-hued mountains, the country
again was beautiful, with vales and hills covered with
grass and timber, and traced by streams of purest water.
As the scout passed into the narrow canyon, he saw
a bush move upon the side of the mountain. ·
He knew that no bush grew there in that rock, and,
without appearing to notice it, he kept his eye upon it.
It was a pine bush, about four feet in height, and very
thick with foliage, while it appeared to grow out of the
lava, some eighty feet from where the trail ran which
he would follow, or, rather, the direction the pony was
taking, for there was no trail.
"Yes, that bush hides a man, either Indian or white,
and he is there to get a shot at me; but I'll surprise him a
little bit.
"I don't wish to kill him until he shows his hand, but
I'll see if I q.nnot make him show it."
As though his saddle cinch needed tightening, the scout
halted, got off on the opposite side to the bush he was
sure did. not grow where he saw it, and which he · felt
confident he had seen move, and without apparent reason,
for there was no wind blowing.
The. bush was about a hundred and fifty yards from
where he had halted, within easy range for his splendid
repeating rifle.
Suddenly he threw his rifle over his saddle, and, pulling
trigger, sent a bullet within a foot of the bush, for he
would not fire into it until he was sure what it concealed.
There was a sudden swaying of the little pine, it fell
over, and an Indian sprang to his feet, with .a yell, and,
throwing a rifle to his shoulder, pulled trigger.

The bullet was well aimed, for it cut through the· rolled
blanket fastened to the cantel of the scout's saddle.
But again Buffalo Bill fired, and the Indian dropped
dead.
\i\! alking up to him, but prepared for him should he be
"playing 'possum," Buffalo Biil saw that he wore the warbonnet of a young chief, and was dressed in a way that
showed he was a redskin dandy.
"He saw me coming across the lava valley and waited
for me; but bushes don't grow in lava, and, seeing that
one there, I was sure it meant trouble.
"He has a pony near, sure, so I'll look him up, and I
trust I won't find any of his comrades near.
"I can't bury him here, so will carry him to where I
1
can."
With this, the scout led his horse up to the dead Indian,
and with his lariats strapped the body upon 'his own horse.
Mounting once more, he gave the pony free rein, as
before, and soon passed into the canyon, which presently
opened into a large and fertile valley.
Out there was a handsome pony staked-4.(ut, showing
that the young chief had been upon some expedition alone,
had seen the scout coming afar off, and so had plotted to
kill him.
But the experienced eye of the great plainsman had
at once detecte<l the plot by knowing that no bush wouid
grow where that one was.
Seeing a spot where the ground was broken by gullies,
Buffalo Bill put the body of the Indian in one, threw dirt
upon it, and then covered it with rocks to keep the coyotes
from digging it up.
This done, with the pony of the young chief, he again
rode on.
Once more the pony of the Boy' Hermit took his own
way, passed up the \<alley, and at its head it maneuvered
into a canyon, passing between lofty cliffs.
Through this the pony passed, and then the scout discovered for the first time trails centering at the entrance
to the canyon.
Once through the rocky gateway, the 't'nyon widened
into quite a valley, and still further on there was another
narrow pass between overhanging rocks.
Here was a barrier of logs, from cliff to cliff, some
heavy bars to let down, and a fertile little vale beyond,
where half a dozen ponies were feeding.
At the head of the canyon Buffalo Bill saw a stoutly
built cabin.
The Pinto pony had led the scout to his home- he had
found the Boy Hermit's abiding place.
CHAPTER XVII.
AN

UNWl):LCOME

VISITOR.

The Boy Hermit had watched the flight of Buffalo
Bill, when he dashed out of the canyon before the half a
hundred redskins, with deep interest.
In going to the cliff overlooking the valley he had
spied down in the canyon the redskin sentinel, prepared to
fire on the scout when he should come nearer, but the
youth had blocked his little game by a bullet, thus saving
the life of Buffalo Bill.
Knowing that he would not be suspected as being upon
the cliff, if he was not seen, he waited until he saw the
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" 'Cause I has been to ther fort."
scout · well in advance of the pursuing braves, the pony
"What did you go there for ?"
running well, and then he hastily 'b egan to retrace his way.
"I got big money to guide ther colonel over to ther
He went along at a trot rather than a walk, and kept
in a certain direction until it brought him out at the fall en stage trail and back ag'in."
.. Bow do you know that Buffalo Bill shot my father?"
tree that spanned the stream, just where the lava valley
'"W aal, as we was on the way back yer father shot at
began.
Crossing on the tree, he kept up the same untiring pace ther colonel, but didn't kill him, though it were a close
'
across the lava valley, passed between the volcanic moun- call.
"I saw ther hermit when he rarr after ther shot, and
tains as Buffalo Bill afterward did, and in half an hour
more leaped the bars that were the entrance to the little Buf'ler Bill he threw a lariat up to a tree on ther cliff,
clum' up and got a shot at yer father.
vale in which stood his home.
'"Then ther command went on to ther fort, but ther
There was his cabin, just as he had left it, the door
Sioux jumpeq 'em, my horse was kilt, and I had ter hide
locked with a padlock outside.
H e opened it quietly, hesitated an instant before he arn.ong ther rocks and lay low, and now I've come ter git
a pony from you ter go on with."
crossed the threshold, and then entered.
"You can have the gray; but did the Indians kill the
There lay the form of the dead hermit, as he had left
it, a blanket drawn over it. Drawing this aside, the youth soldiers?"
.. No, durn 'em, they didn't, and it were because thet
gazed with tear-dimmed eyes upon the stern face of the
Buf'ler Bill are playin' sharp, for he claimed he didn't
<lead.
Whatever he had been to others, what his life might know this country, when he did, for arter he had shot
have been to him, he had ever been as true as steel, a kind yer father, he come back ter camp, found out in some
and loving father, and he was all . the youth had ever way ther reds was Iayin' fer 'em in Sunset Canyon, and
known whom he could love, as far as his memory went guided them by night around the trap and onter the trail
back clearly, for he recalled but dimly~ like a half-forgot- to ther fort, while they sent on arter more soldiers, and I
jist tell yer, boy, ther Sioux got it hot and h;ard, and I
ten dream, the remembrance of his parents.
Cooking something to eat, the youth then took a pick barely got away."
"I thought you were with the soldiers?"
and shovel an·J went up the canyon to a picturesque spot
"So I were; but I had planned ther trap, and I left
on the banks of a littie brook, and began to dig a grave.
camp ter spring it on 'em, but it all went wrong, so I is
J\i r~ht fell just as he finished it, and, returning to the
cabin, he ate a cold supper and threw himself down upon afoot, hun g ry and mad clean through, for thet would
his rude cot to sleep, with no dread of the dead form hev' been a big haul fer my redskins, you bet; but I
guess I'll hev' a talk with ther old man."
lying near him.
'·You will not, Indian Dick," was the firm response of
At dawn he was awake, had his breakfast, and then
began to tenderly wrap the dead form securely in blank- the youth.
ets, fastening them with a lariat.
He took a last look at the dead face, then folded the
CHAPTER XVIII.
blankets over it, and was about to raise it in his arms
A s I L E N T w.r T N E s s .
to bear to the grave, when he heard neig h from one of
his ponies, that always gave such an alarm of clanger.
There wa:; something in the words of the youth , and his
Going to the do9r, rifle in hand, the youth saw a man way of uttering them, that told the renegade white man
coming on foot up the little valley.
that he mean t just what he said, so he growled forth:
H e carried a rifle across his shoulder, was dressed in
"Waal, yer needn't git mad about it, kid, for I doesn't
butkskin, and at a glance the Boy Hermit knew him, want ter go whar' I is not welcome."
for he muttered:
.. I told you, Indian Dick,__ that my father was asleep,
"It is Indian Di ck !"
•and I would not have him disturbed.
Closing the door behind him, the youth walked to a
"You want a horse, you say, so I will let you have
rock some fifty feet from the cabin, and sat down to await one, and I will give you what food you need, but you
the approach of the man.
shall not enter that cabin, and I mean it."
''All right, kid, what you say goes, I guess, as I'm at
"Ho, young pard, how- be yer, and how is ther old
your home. so trot out th er g rub and let me hev' ther critma~1 ?" called out Indian Dick, as he drew near.
"Sh-, Indian Dick ; my father is asleep, and I do not ter and I'll git; but recommember m'e ter ther old man,
who is my pard, if you hain't."
wish him disturbed, for he was wounded."
"You and I never were friends, Indian Dick, for you
"Yas, that devil , Buffalo Bill, did it, cuss him; but I
were never kind to me when I was in the Indian village,
hopes it wasn't bad."
and the Sioux I hate. ,
"He suffers no pain, now."
"'Stay here, and I 'll ~ring you the food, and I'll lend you
"\!\There is he?"
an extra saddle and bndle we have, so keep them and the
"In the cabin."
pony. too."
'Tll see him."
The man growled out something which Don did not
"No, you won't; for no one shall disturb him: but ' you
hear, but remained where he had been told to wait, while
say that Buffalo Bill shot him ?"
"Yas; he's ther Chief o' Scouts over at Belvue, and is he saw the youth tiptoe into the cabin and soon come out
·
with a bag of provisions.
gwine ter give us trouble."
"Is ther old man awake?"
"How do you know?"

a
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"No."
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"I were in hopes he were, as I wants ter see him and
hev' a talk with him about a plot I has ter git rid o' ther
soldiers in this country, fer they kin be nm inter traps,
one and all of ·em, if we goes about it right. "
"All right ; tell me your plans, and as soon as I can
I'll come up to the village for you to return here with me
::nd talk it over; but you know I'll haye to slip in as a
redskin, as I never go there, so don 't be surprised to see
me any night."
" I won't, and I hope you'll come as soon as ther old
man kin sit up, for he's ther one ter coax ther soldiers
inter a trap, and you kin do your share, too.
, ' '. When yer comes yer shall know jist what my pl ans
~s, a:~cf you bet we'll stop 'em from puttin ' any rno:e forts
m this country."
· "Well, we'll talk it all over when I come for you ; but
now I' have to seem 'unkind to you, though I gi.1ess you
understand it, Indian Dick."
"You bet I does, and I guesses you is right.
"Waal, give my good wishes ter ther old man. and I'll
look out fer you afore long. for you kin play Injun fu'st
class and sneak in ter my tepee and no redskin suspect
yer. 11
With this, Indian Dick followed the vouth. who was
carrying a bridle and saddle. to the vall~y, and the gray
pony, a very good animal, was quickly roped and gotten
ready.
"So-long, boy pard, until we meets ag'in," and the renegade mounted and rode away, while Don returned to th e
cabin.
But the moment the renegade disappeared down th e
valley, Don went to the side of the cliff, over which hung
a ladder made of rawhide.
Quickly he ascended to th e cliff, two hund red feet
above, and, running along a riclg-e. came to a high point
which commanded a view of the large valley beyon d.
Then he saw the renegade ri ding along at a canter,
and following a trail that led to the mountains where
the Sioux had their villages.
"He has gone; but I ha.ve s~spected he would hang
about to return after a wlule with some excuse, hoping
·
to see my father.
." I could have captured him, but I can wait; but it will
never do to let him carry out his plot. so I g uess I'll go
and h~ve a talk with Buff~ l o Bill about it in a day 0 1~ two."
Seemg that the renegade was now mil es awav 011 his
trail, Don returned along the ridge, descended the, rawhide
ladder, and entered the cabin, anxious now to bury the
·
body of the hermit as soon as possible.
Taking the blanket-cove red form in his arms. he carried it from the cabin, and , placmg it upon a rude wagon,
the wheels sawed out of logs, and which he used for hauling wood for the fires , he drew it up to the spot where he
had dug the g rave the day before.'
Springing down into the grpve, he gently placed th e
body tl:ere, put some pine boug hs over it. and, taking
from his pocket a well-worn prayerbook ; which had bel?nged .to the herm~t, he began to read. in a low, impressive v01ce, the service for the dead, all unmindful that a
tall form had approached silently and unseen, and was
standing within thirty feet of him, looking on at the
strange,' weird scene with intense inter~st . .

CHAPTER XIX.
J'Il E

DOUBLE

S URPRISE.

Duffalo Diil left the little Pinto pony and the other
animals in the pasture land before the cabin, and, rifle
in hand , ascended the trail to the led ge that overhung the
stream, crossing the latter on a rustic bridge made of
wild g rapevines.
The door of the cabin was open, and a call was not
answered.
Looking in , the scout saw no one, and he began to
glance quietly about him.
He saw that the ledge sloped back to the head of the
canyon, where the stream entered over a fall, the sound
of which came to his ears.
There was plenty of timber there, and the whole scene
was a picturesque and pretty one.
The rawhi de ladder lead ing to the top of the overhang ing cliff caught the eye of the scout, as did all else
about the cabin, a litt le vegetable garden, a number of
chickens, a shelter for the horses in rough weather, and
other surroundir\gs that went to make up a very comfortable home indeed for the depths of that wilderness.
But where were the occupants?
"They cannot be far away, for the two beds I saw in
the cabin, th e saddle-ii '}l1d other thinr;s prove there are several persons dwelling· 'here, ., muttered the scout.
Then he continued his search, until presently his eye
caught sight of a form passing through the timber with an
armful of pine bushes.
"It is my Boy H ermit," cried Buffalo Bill, and he
started toward the timber.
As he drew near, the roar of the waterfall increased,
and. keeping hi s eye upon the boy, he savv him halt by the
side of an open g rave.
He was so wrapped up in hi~ work th at he did not see
the scout. who watched him break the boug hs and toss
them into the grave.
Buffalo Bill had now approached quite near to him,
still unseen.
He saw him take a sn;all book from the pocket of his
buckskin huntin g shirt. stand at the head of the grave,
and. takin g off his fea ther cap. drop it upon the ground.
The scoi.;t respect fully removed his sombrero, and. unwillin g to break in npon th e youth at such a time, he stood
in silence observing him.
He heard the voice of the bov as he read the serviee
of tb e dead, saw him stoop, and: gatherin g up a handful
of dirt. throw it upcn the body in the grave, as he uttered the solemn words :
'" Earth to earth. ashes to ashes, dust to dust."
The scout noticed the quivering of th e voice that told
of deep feeling, and only when the last words were uttered
did he step forward, saying, quietly:
"'Perm it me to help you. my boy pare!."
The youth had placed hi s rifle against a tree and hung
his belt of arms upon it, so that he could work the mor e
readily.
The tall form of the scout was between him and his
weapons, as he half sprang toward th em.
But he halted as he recognized who it was that had
spoken to him.
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His face had at first paled, but then flushed, 'and he
stood undecided, as thoug h hardly knowing what to do.
Then he said, as the scout's eyes beamed kindly upon
him:
"You have tracked me here?"
"No; I had no need to."
"What do you mean?"
"But for you, that Indian in ambush would have killed
me, and when I fled I left you in danger, and it worried
me greatly that I had to do so.
"As I was flying before the Sioux, I came upon a troop
of soldiers coming to search for me, and under the com- .
mand of a gallant young officer, who quickly gave the
Indians a good whipping.
"Then he was willing tq come on to the · camp where
you went to warn Colonel Doan, and remain there while I
came to look you up."
"But how did you track me here?"
"I left it to your pony, and he brought me here."
"Bad Pinto."
"No; on the contrary, good Pinto."
"On the way I was ambushed by a young chief, whom
I turned the tables on, and, after burying him, I came
'
on to your retreat.
"As I came into the little valley I saw a fresh trail
leading out to the right, and feared I might miss you,
but, looking about, I saw you here, and so came and
waited while you read the service over the one in that
grave."
"Do you know who lies in that grave?" quickly asked
t the youth.
"I do not."
.
"My father."
"Ah! you have my sympathy, my poor boy."
"He was not my own father, for my parents were massacred by the Sioux years ago, when I was a very little
fellow; but he bought me from the chief and made me
a son by adoption, and he was always very good to me,
and taught me all I know."
"I am sorry that he is dead , boy pard; but you must
let me take his place, for I will be your friend now."
"Oh ! will you?" and. the face of the youth brightened,
but quickly changed to a look of sadness again, as he
asked:
"Do you know who killed my father?"_" :t\ o, I do not.
".An Indian, perhaps?'
":t\ 0."
"Some renegade paleface, then?"
"J\' o."
"Who, then, killed your father, boy pard ?" asked Buffalo Bill. with increased interest.
'
''You did."
Buffalo Bill's nerves were of iron, but they gave a
sudden twitch at the words of the youth, and his face
changed color for an instant.
•
But he quickly recovered himself, and said:
"Do you mean to say that I killed your father?"
"Yes."
"When and where?"
"Have you fired at no one lately?"
"Yes, an Indian chief, as I told you,'"
"No one else ?"

"Ah! could it be the man who ambushed Colonel Doan ·
and tried to kill_ him, for I fired at him from long range,
and wounded him, I know; but he could not have been
..,
your father?"
··Yes; the wound you gave him was fatal-he lies in
his grave now," was the sad response.

CHAPTER XX.
FORGIVEN.

Buffalo Bill bit his lips to suppress his feelings at the
reply of the youth.
T he situation to him was a most painful and novel one1
indCTd.
\\iho was the man who had fired upon Colonel Doan?
His act would indicate that he was an outcast and a
renegade.
If the latter, why did he dwell there in that little home,
and not among the redskins ?
But the scout recalled that the youth had said his
parents had been massacred by the Sioux, and he taken
pr~soner, had been bought from the chief by the m~n who
was called by the boy, "father."
This proved that the man must be an ally of the redskins, yet had some good in him to have purchased the
'
boy from the chief.
His shot, then, had proved fatal, and the youth, returning to his home from his act of nobleness in saving the
command from ambush, and his life, had found his
adopted father dead or dying.
But how coutd the youth have known that he had fired
the fatal shot, unless he had heard it from his adopted
father, or when he was with the soldiers?
These thoughts flashed painfully through the mind
of Buffalo Bill as he stood before the boy, hardly knowing
what to say.
But he was no man to back down when he knew he was
in the right, and, after a slight hesitation, said:
"If it was your adopted father who fired upon Colonel
Doan from ambush, then it was I who gave him the
wound that proved fatal, for he made himself the foe
of his own race by his murderous act, and as such I
regarded him, though I am sorry that it raises a barrier
between our friendship, boy pard." .
"It does not."
"Ah! you are willing to justify my act, then?"
"My father told me that you had shot him, for he
recognized you, and he said that you did only your duty.''
"He said this?"
"Yes."
"When?"
"Two days ago."
"You had a talk with him, fhen, after I wounded him?"
"Yes ; he was barely able to get home, but lived several
hours afterward, and told of his deed."
"Did he tell you why be attempted to kill Colonel
Doan?"
"Yes ; he said that Colonel Doan held a secret of his
that made him an outcast, and, if he killed him, then
he could return to the East."
"Then there was a reason for his' shot, for he must
have recognized the colonel, and so did not tire upon
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Of one thing he seemed' assured, and that was of the
boy's honesty.
·whatever the man lie called father might have been
to the Indians, there was no doubt that Don hated them,
and was glad to live apart from them.
He could understand now how the youth had known
that Indian Dick was treacherous, and had boldly gone
to the camp to denounce him as a traitor, but found
him gone.
Now, instead Of feeling any malice toward the scout
for having fired the fatal bullet that ended the life of
the only one who had ever been kind to him, he accepted
him as his fri'end, and said plainly that the man himself
. had said he did but his duty in firing upon him.
That the boy knew more than he told Buffalo Bill did
not believe, so he thought that, perhaps, Colonel Doan
would readily recall who his enemy was that had met
him in the Wild West and tried to end his life.
"Well, liJoy pard, you must tell me your name, so I
will know what to call you," he said.
"My name is Don-that is what my father called me,
and I know no other," was the simple reply.
"\i\/ell, Don goes, ~nd it is a good name: but now we
will fill in this grave and then go and have a long talk
together, for I wish to return you your horse, which I
thank you· for, and you can have the pony of the chief
I killed."
"Thank you, but I've got ponies enough-no, do not
you fill in the grave, for I wish to do it."
Buffalo Bill yielded the shovel to the youth, who
quickly filled up the grave, and, throwing his utensils
upon the little .handcart, he said:
"Now we'll go to the cabin and get something to eat."
This Buffalo Bill was willing to do, and the youth,
telling him that he was his guest, set to work and soon .
cooked a most tempting meal, surprising the ·-scout wjth. ;. :'
potatoes, turnips, and bacon and eggs, he ex~~ni?-g, '~.·
that his father regularly planted a g~rden :;t~d : .,!pd ,,:,·'
brought the chickens from a settlement two years beft':ir.e. }
Bttffalo Bill glanced over the 'cabin, read the name's '~;··
of the books, looked at the pencil sketches, and saw that
the one who had dwelt there had certainly been a scholar
and a man of refined tastes and accomplishments, whatever his crimes might have been.
When the mea:l was over and Buffalo Bill had lighted
his pipe, the youth, looking at the war-bonnet and weapons of the young Indian chief, which the scout had
brought along, said :
"These marks tell who it was you killed."
"I see that you are up in Indian signs, Don."
"Yes, it was a young chief by the name of Blue Mark,
for here are the three blue marks he cut upon his
weapons-in fact, had upon everything he owned.
"His brother was one who came to kill me, and I
guess Bltte Mark was prowling about the house for the
same purpose, but, seeing you coming, thought he'd kill
you too."
"If so, I am glad I kept him from carrying out his
CHAPTER XXL
intention."
A QUEST OF THE BOY HERMIT.
"So am I, for he was a brave young chief and might
Buffalo. Bill was Qecoming more and more impressed have gotten me; but I don't want his pony, for, if they
with' the Boy Herltlit, and his interest ,in him increased come to look for the chief and found his horse here,
:with each word he uttered • .
they'd make it too hot for me."

him simply as a renegade who hated him as the commander of the fort here?"
"No; he did' recognize him, and wanted him out of
the way."
"What was your adopted father's name?"
"I do not know."
"Or, knowing, will not tell?"
"No, I never heard it from his ·lips."
"How old are you?"
"I am not sure, but I think seventeen ."
"Where did you learn to speak as you do, and all
that you know ?"
"My father taught me, for he used to tell me so much
of people and our country, and all about the world, and
I've got lots of bool<s he got for me."
"But you have never been far away from here?"
"I know the country all about here for a hundred
miles, and the Indian country, and beyond Fort Belvue
and at the settlement, but that is all, for I do not .remember well my home, though it comes back to me' like
dreams do, of my parents, for the Sioux taught me to
forget as well as they could, you know ; but they could
not wipe out of my brain the night they attacked ou~
wagon train and killed m y pa~·ents and many others-:io, 1
I remember that as though 1t was tq-day, but nothmg
beyond it, though I was eight years old then."
"My poor boy, you have indeed been a sufferer, and
mJast sincerely hate the Sioux."
"I do, and they hate me and have tried to kill me since
I shot Chief Iron Hand, who came here to buy me from
·my father."
"Would your father have sold you to him?"
"Nq, indeed; but he was away when the chief came,
and he tried to force me to go with him, but I killed him."
"You did right."
"Father said so; but he went to the village and had
to pay a great deal in weapons and ammunition, blankets
and beads, to keep the Sioux from killing me; but they
hated me, and have sent several young braves to catch
or kill me."
"But they did not do so?"
·
"Oh, no, it was the other way ; but I never let the
Sioux know what had become of the braves, though I
don't mind telling you."
"That is right, for the Sioux are my foes, too, and
they got a very ..severe thrashing by Colonel Doan and
again by Lieutenant Lowery; and that is not all, for
they'll get many more, and your parents will be avenged,
my brave boy pard; but tell me, are there not a number
of white renegades in their village?"
"I don't go there now, you know, so cannot say, but
there are two that I know of-Thunder Voice, the big
medicine chief, and Indian Dick, who is also a chief."
"Yes, and we want both ot those men."
"And I'll tell you how we can catch Indian Dick, for
he is the man that led the Sioux when they massacred
my parents," was the eager response of the youth.
4
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!'True, so I'll take the pony back with me and let
them look him up at the fort; but, Don, why will you
not go with me to the fort and give up this wild and
lonely life?"
·'I would like to, now you seem to want me, and the
colonel and all were so good to me.
"Do you know it made me almost choke when I saw
those ladies and the little girl, f9r I seemed to see my
mother again."
"Poor boy, and you will find Mrs. Doan willing to
treat you most kindly, for she is a noble woman, while
I well know how the colonel feels tovvard you after all
you have .done for him, his command, and those he loved.
"Yes, you mu.st return with me to the fort, Don."
"Not now."
"Why not now?"
"\i\Tell, we've got to trap Indian Dick, you know."
"Ah, yes; but I wonder what became of him, for his
horse was killed and the men found his trappings, but
he had disappeared."
"He has gone back to the village.''
"Do· you know this ?"
"Yes, for he was here this morning."
1 "That man was here this
morning?
·'I thought you were foes."
"'vVe are, but he was a friend of my father's, and came
here on foot for a horse and some food.
"I told him father had been wounded, was asleep, and
I would not disturb him, so gave him a pony and some
provisions and let him go."
"Why did you not capture him?"' almost suspiciously
asked Buffalo Bill.
"'What would 1 have done with him?
">Jo, I let him go. but, as he spoke of getting father
to help him in a plot to trap the soldiers and kill them,
I let him talk and thought I'd trap him, so told him I
would let him know when father was well enough, and
I will, and you can catch him."
"Don, you are a trump I" said Buffalo Bill, with
enthusiasm.
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But Buffalo Bill was a son of the forest and plains,
and such things had no terror for hifn.
Once or twice he awakened during the night, the last
time to start as he saw the cabin door open and the
moonlight streaming in.
But just then Don entered and said:
"I'm sorry if I disturbed you, but the coyotes made
such a row I knew they
at father's grave, so I went
out and shot several."
"Why, I heard no shots."
"No; I did not wish to disturb you, so shot them with
bow and arrows.
''To-morrow I will put heavy stones on the grave."
"I fear you are not sleeping very well, Don."
'
"Oh, yes; I'm all right, for, if you were not here,
I'd be lonesome.
"Once or twice when I heard you breathing I almost
thought father was there and not in his grave.''
The pathos of the words and tone touched Buffalo Bill,
and he talked cheerily to the boy for quite ·a while, and
then the two went to sleep.
In the morning, after breakfast, Don was heart and
soul in the idea of catching Indian Dick.
He suggested to Buffalo Bill that he should go to the
Sioux village, disguised as a redskin, and bring the renegade back with him.
" But they will kill you, Don," said the scout.
"They won't know me." ·
·
"How can you prevent it?"
.
. ·: .
'"Well, you see, father called me half Injun, because I
could paint up and appear just like one, and I speak the
Sioux tongue just as well as thfY ·dq.
·
"They have a big village, and ·~it is scattered through
a large valley up in the mountain·s;: and I know it well.
"Indian Dick's tepee stands apart from the others, and
I can go there at night, awaken him if he is asleep, and
tell him my father wishes to talk with him about his
plot to entrap the soldiers, and for him and the renegade ·
chief Thunder Boice to come to the cabin here, but to
come as Indians, and that will make them paint up,
you know.
"I'l.l come back ahead of them, and you are to be here
CHAPTER L"\:II.
to catch them.''
:
THE PLOT.
"It is a splendid plan, Don, if you are sure you will
Until the shadows of night fell upon the valley Buffalo not get into trouble."
Bill sat talking to the Boy Hermit, for he had told him
"No, indeed, for I'm all right," was the confident reply.
he would remain all night with him and return to the
"I hope so; but I would like to have a pard of mine
soldiers' camp the next day.
here with me."
Supper was disposed of with a relish by the scout,
"\IVho is it?"
•
and he accompanied the youth to the bars to see that
"Nugget Nat, one of my scouts."
they were at! safe for the night and the horses could
"All right, if he's your friend, I"m willing."
not stray.
"When do you wish to start ?"
Later they entered the cabin, and Buffalo B.ill spread
"Well, you ·see, I had better wait several days, so as ·
his blankets in what had been the bed of the man he had to let Indian Dick think my father has had time to
slain; but the youth did not seem to regard it as amiss, improve."
and the scout did not care to suggest that it was, and,
''Yes, for there must be no mistake, you know.''
in fact, did not dread that he would be haunted by grim
"No, there will not be."
specters in occup;·ing the bed of one who, a few hours
"Well, I'll start for camp and take that Indian pony
before, had been removed to his narrow bed in the earth . . with me and· will have Lieutenant Arthur Lowery send
The roar of the waterfall came to the ears of the scout, a ·courier to the fort to inform Colonel Doan that we
the yelp of a coyote was heard, and, as he was sinking are detained fo r a good reason for some days, so they
off into slumber, an owl hooted weirdly in a tn~e near will not be anxious there about the little command, and
the cabin.
then I will come here with Nugget Nat,"
·

wre
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"All right."
"How long will l.t take you to go to the Indian village
and back?"
"I'll leave after dinner, so as to get there in the night,
and 'well away before dawn, and will be back here the
next morning."
"And the renegade chiefs will soon follow you?"
"Yes."
"V\'.ill they bring any braves with them?"
"Oh, no; for what they do they wish to get full credit
for, and will only call upon the Indians when they wish
to strike a blow."
-"Good! they will walk right into our parlor, as the
spider said unto the fly.
"It is a good plot, but the only thing that troubles me
about it is that you take such chances."
Again' came the answer. "Oh, don't mind m~, for I'm
\
all right."
When the pl~n was fully arranged Buffalo Bill mounted
his own horse, and, with the horse of the young chief,
Blue Mark, in lead, set out upon his trail bacrk to camp,
Don going with him as far as \:he botrs and seeing him
start upon his way with a look of regret in his sad young
face, as though he was losing another good friend.
CHAPTER XXIII.
I N

C L 0 S.E

QU A R T E R S •

Buffalo Bill rode on his way, now mounted upon his
own horse, and leading the Indian pony, on which were
the weapons of the young chi ~f and his war-bonnet.
He had much food for thought as he kept along the
trail, for he had found in the young hermit a firm friend,
and his friendship he intended to cultivate all in his
power.
The Boy Hermit had shown him two well-drawn maps
of the country around his cabin home for sixty miles.
One was drawn by the old hermit, the other by himself; and, when the youth· had gone over both with the
scout, explaining many things, it gave Buffalo Bill , an
idea of the lay of the land and the trails it would have
taken months to go over and learn as well.
He ' told him, too, where the Indian villages were
locat~d, the strength, of each, the approaches, hunting
grounds, and much else the scout was glad to learn.
There was a much nearer trail to the camp of Lieutenant Lowery than the one Buffalo Bill knew, and
which the Pinto pony had been the guide over, but the
' Boy Hermit had told the scout ~e would find great difficulty in going that way until he had been shown over
it, so he stuck to the one through the lava valley.
He had reached the stream and entered it, and saw
that he had to go down its bed, as the bank on the side
where he would eventually land was impassable along
there, rising boldly from the water to a height of six
to sixty feet.
At last he came to where he had entered the stream
when ridJ.ng the pony, and, turning into the traif he
had before followed, he cantered along until he was
nearing the range, when, all of a sudden, he saw a
number of mounted Sioux.
In moments of danger Buffalo Bill is one to think
quickly and act promptly, and he saw at once that if he

retraced his way he would have to retreat to the Boy
Hermit's cabin, and he did not wish to compromise him.
He could not flank to either side, for the Indians cut
him off on his right, the direct road to camp, and ,in the
other direction he would be going far from the place
he sought to reach and in a country he was unacquainted
with.
Remembering that upon the cliff, which he had scaled
by aid of his lariat, there was a ledge of rocks that
afforded splendid shelter to fight from, and where his
horses would be protected as well, he dashed directly
up the steep slope to this point.
If compelled to, he knew he could desert his horses,
descend by his lariat, and mak<!' his way to the camp
before he could be headed off.
The Indians gave a yell of delight at beholding him,
and, spreading out their line, sought to surround him,
but the dash up the slope prevented this.
They then yelled with triumph, for they considered
him their sure prey now, and these yells turned to howls
of rage as they recognized the pony of their young
chief in the possession of the scout.
Th<:;y, of course, at once set him down as the slayer
of Blue Mark, and now was the time to get revenge.
"It's a band out on the scout for their chief, and they
recognize his horse, so I've got a hard job on my hands.
"Perhaps they will hear the firing in camp, yet it may
be just too far off, so I must take my chances."
The scout spoke with the utmost coolness, and, reaching the ledge, quickly placed the horses in safety and
wheeled in a well-protected spot to fight back his foes.
He had the rifle of the chief, and this he would fire
first, after which he would use his repeating rifle and
leave his revolvers as a last resort.
The Indians seemed so sure of their game, they did not
hurry themselves.
Halting at the base of the range, they dismounted and
began to advance under cover of the rocks and timber.
They s.eemed to feel that they had a dangerous foe to
deal with, as one who had killed the rising young chief
Blue Mark must needs be.
But they felt sure of him. Seeing that they were
delaying .. Buffalo Bill hastily took his two lariats, ran to
the tree growing upon the. cliff · and placed them there
for quick use; he could draw them after him and prevent immediate pursuit.
Then he returned to his post and coolly coilnted bis
foes.
They were some three hundred yards away, but advancing steadily, as they flitted from rock to tree.
"I'll just show them what my rifle will do-fire one
shot for luck," he muttered, and, taking aim at a large
brave, some three hundred yards distant, he opened the
fight with a deadly shot.
The brave leaped into the air and fell his length.
Instantly there was a ·scattering of the redskins to safer
retreats, for they knew now that their foe could strike
deadly blows, and at a distance their rifles and other
weapons would not carry.
"I make just sixty braves and a chief, from which
one is to be deducted: there are fifty-nine more than
I would like to fight," grimly said the scout, as he threw
another load in his rifle to replace the shot he had fired.
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ers pressing hard the flying Indians, they found that
the band had suffered severely and were scattering for
R,ESCUER.
THE REAL
their lives, not half a dozen of the braves being mounted,
as nearly all of their ponies had been captured.
death-shot,
scout's
the
by
Having been taught caution
In the canyon Nugget Nat was leading a party of a
the band of braves were more than ever determined to
soldiers against the redskins there. a score in numdozen
advance,
to
began
capture their foe, and, therefore,
ber, and had also captured their ponies, so that the
though with greater caution than before.
Suddenly a shot was heard behind the scout. and a whole band who had come to search for their young
chief, Blue Mark, and avenge him, were scattering ·and .
bullet flattened upon· the rocks near his head.
for their lives, the soldiers having suffered but
flying
are
They
·'By the gods of war! but I am flanked.
in the canyon behind me. and so retreat is cut off. But, a trifling Joss.
"This is our second victory, Cody, and we have now
if it is die, I'll not take the trail alone for the happy
hunting grounds," an<l dauntless Buffalo Bill sought a dealt the Sioux two telling blows, " said Lieutenant Low ·
position where 11<' could not be seen by his foes down ery as the two rode back toward camp.
''Yes, sir, and there is more work ahead," and Buffalo
in the can yon .
the inHis foes in front had heard the shot and expressed Bill told of his finding the Boy Hermit, and of
men,
white
renegade
two
the
capture
to
attempt
tended
disthen
their delight in loud yells, and Buffalo Bill
covered that. further down the range. a 'rnrrior was adding:
"It .will be a grand thing, sir, to add to the two vicsignaling to others down in the canyon.
Standing firm and undaunted at his post, Buffalo Bill tori es the capture of Indian Dick and his fello\v-reneHermit,
gave up hope, but, as we have seen, made up bis mind gade. and 'also to carry back with us the Boy
who is really the one ·to whom we owe so much of our
to leave a record behind him of how he &ed.
As he drew bead upon another brave there was fired success."
··Indeed) it is to him, Cody, and yourself ; but you
at him a score of rifle shots a11d double that number of
I had better change my campi you said ?"
think
arrows, with a few scattering shots from the canyon.
"Yes. sir, over on the stream I spoke of where I lost
The arrows all fell short: the bullets pattered about
him. but did no damage. while he once more. touched the trail, after wounding the old hermit.
" \iVe can go there by night, after you have sent a
the trigger of his rifle and another brave bit the <lust.
to Colonel Doan,, explaining delay. In the morncourier
In wildest rage the Sioux yelled-yelled only to supNugget
denly have their cries checked by ringing cheers, a volley ing I will start for the Boy Hermit's cabin, taking
you so
having
in
confident
feeling
and
me,
with
?\at
fired from carbines; and the splendid charge of thirty
·
near to call upou when needed."
troopers right in upon the red ranks.
This was the plan carried out. A courier \.vas disT heir ponies having- been captured first and driven
Doan, the
up the slope. the redskins had to fly for their lives along patched to the fo rt with a letter to Colonel
over 0 11
camping-ground
new
the
to
moved
command
the ridge. followed by the popping of carbine~.
Bill
"Ho, Bill, in close quarters. eh?" cried Lieutenant the stream, and the next morning at dawn Buffalo
the
to
way
r
thei
on
camp
of
out
rode
:'\at
~get
:'\u
and
Arthur Lowery, as he dashed up, his horse covered
cabin of the Boy Hermit.
with foam.
·'A trifle too close for comfort. sir: but you saved mY
scalp-lock, lieutenant, and ther~ is no need of telling
you how grateful I am ."
CH APTER XXV.
"Don't mention it, Cody, for--"
THE I:OY HERMIT'S M I SSIO~.
" You heard· the firing in the camp, then, sir. and came
to the rescue?"
"There he is, Nugget rat," said Buffalo Bill, as the
"Not a bit of it! \Ye heard nothing: but that Boy two scouts came in sight of the little cabin and beheld
Hermit dashed into camp and told us a band of over the Boy Hermit seated in front of the door engaged in
fifty Iridians had corralled you on the cliff where the work of some kind.
man fired at Colonel Doan, and other reels were in the
"vVaal, he's a dandy from wayback," declared Nugget
canyon, so I must send a few men the other way and ~at, and, staking their horses out in the meadow, they
go with the main force around through the pass and were met by the Boy Hermit as they approached the ledge.
,
save you.
. He gave them a warm welcome, and said :
··r am just overhauling my Indian outfit, and you'll
'·He gave his orders as though he were a colonel,
directed me just hm~· to go. and to send the party to the see what a good Sioux 1 can make when I get rigged up."
··Yes. I have no doubt of that; but I also see that
canyon, and then was off like a shot. Dill, that bo~· is
say nothing about your rescuing me yesterday."
you
a wonder!"
,
·'How was that?"
'·He is indeed, sir: and I ha,:e more to tell you of him.
··You are not going to deny it, I hope--how you went
fo r I left his c;i.bin this morning. but how he got to camp
ahead of me I don't kno\\'. though he cut trails on me. to Lieutenant Lowery and told him I was corralled by
I g uess. Hark! your men in the canyon are at work, redskins."
"Yes, you see I went up to my lookout after you left,
and I'll push the pursuit along the range, if you think
I aw a band of lndians beyond the range, going on
and
·
best."
a trail that would about head you off, .so I came back
"Yes, we will go together. ..
When the officer and the scout came up with the troop- at a nm, mounted Pinto, · and rode for it by a abort trail
CHAPTER. XXIV.
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to head you off, but found I was too late. Then I went
They met him at the door, looking just as thoroughly
to your camp and set the lieutenant on the trail.
Indian as when he started, and Buffalo Bill asked quicldy: •
"I didn't want the Sioux to see · me just now, for it
"Did you go to the Sioux camp, boy pard ?"
was Chief Blue Mark's band; but I was near enough
"Oh, yes, thar is just where I started for."
to know that the band got a severe whipping."
"And ~aw Indian Dick?"
"And you deserve the credit of it, boy pard; but are
"Yes. I left Pinto a mile from the village, and made
you still determined to risk your life by going into the my way into Indian Dick's tepee.
Sioux village ?"
" He was asleep, but I aroused him and told him he
"'Of course I am ! I never back down ! I'm all right," was wanted at the cabin, and it was such a big thing that
.was the confident rejoiJ!der, and Nugget Nat blurted out: he must bring Thunder Voice with him, an d the Indian
"You bet you are all right, kid. You are jest a whole chief, Many Scalps, also, for the plan could not be arkiln of bricks, you be!"
ranged without them.
The Boy Hermit smiled and said :
"You see, Chief ~I any Scalps was one who wears a
"I guess I'll go to-morrow, for, after this last defeat dozen paleface scalps at his belt. He is a \'ery bad
the Sfoux will keep close to their villages for a few days, Indian, and the big man of his tribe, so I thought, as
at least."
there were three of us, we could match the three redSo it was decided, and Buffalo Bill and Nugget Nat skins."
remained as the guests of the Boy Hermit, who gave
"You are right; but will they come?"
them a great deal of information regarding the country
"Oh, yes, for I made Indian Dick go and see both
that was new to them, showing th~m on his map just
Thunder
Voice and Ylany Scalps, while I waited in his
what trail he would take to the Indian village, of which
he drew a sketch, and let th~m see just where the tepee tepee, and arrange with them, and they are to be here
to-night."
of Indian Dick was located.
The young host gave his guest the best he had in his
"Good! 'vVe will be ready to receiye them," ass1:1red 1
cabin, and, toward noon the next day, he began to Buffalo Bill, exultantly.
prepare for his most perilous venture.
_That would be a fight to a finish for a certainty.
Buffalo Bill msisted that he should ride his horse, as
the animal's wonderful speed and bottom could distance
all pursuit, but the youth said that Pinto was well rested
and had not his superior in the Indian horse herd.
CHAPTER XXVI.
When at las.t he was "made up," both Buffalo Bill
HITTI NG BACK.
and Nugget Nat admitted that even in the bright sunlight they would never believe him to be a' paleface.
The Doy Hermit went on to tell the two s'couts that
He had painted himself to perfection, and his every
Indian
Dick seemed provoked with him for not allowing
oddity of costume, movement and all was thoroughly
him
to
see
his father when he came to the cabin, and said
Sioux.
,
"You'll pass, boy pard," decided Cody.
that he could not have been so badly wounded, if he was
"Ef yer don't, I'll eat my hat," said Nugget 1\at.
able to be out again; but he had told him 1:1at where the
With rifle, a revolver, bow, arrows and knife, the youth
wound had been most painful at first, to his father, it
was splendidly armed. He rode an Indian saddle and
had
ceased to be so now, and added :
carried only a bag of cooked proyisions and one blanket.
"
I
had to tell him this, for I wished to make no misThe scouts escorted him to the end of the canyon,
where he leaped nimbly upon his pony Pinto, and rode take.
.
•
away, they returning to the ·cabin to remain until his re"\Vhen he came back from seeing Thunder Voice and ·
turn.
Many Scalps I at once slipped out of the village and
That night Buffalo Bill slept but little, for he was very
started
upon my return."
anxious and uneasy about his Boy Hermit-, and both he
"And the ren egade and the Indian chief said they
and Nugget Nat grew almost nervous as the time drew
would come?"
near when they were to expect him back.
Knowing that it was possible he might return with the
"Yes, they were only too glad to get the chance, and
two renegades, the scouts went into the cabin to set their Many Scalps gave orders for all of his braves to retrap for their capture.
·
·
main at the village in case he needed them at once.
They had waited there about an hour, when Buffalo
"You see, the w bole tribe was wild over their disapBill exclaimed, as he was peeping out of the half-open
pointment
in not capturing Colonel Doan, and then at the
door:
three
whippings
they had received, for Blue Mark's band
"There he comes !"
"And he's alone, pard Cody."
had returned, and all of them were eager-hot for any
"Y e:l, but we must keep concealed.''
Jplan to get revenge.''
They watched the youth ride up the can yon, saw him
Still keeping on his Indian rig, the Boy Hermit had his
dismount and turn Pinto loose, the pony seeming to have
dinner,
and then sought rest, while the scouts arranged
been hard ridden, and th en ascend the ledge. ·
for
the
receptia!! of the two renegades and the Indian
But they did not appear until he called out:
"I'm back again, Mr. Cody, and all right I"
chief.
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Tt was ju~t an hour before sunset when three horsemen
rode into the canyon, and Nugget Nat said:
"They is all lnjins !"
"No; the two palefaces are simply in Indian dress and
war paint," answered Don.
He went out to receive his visitors, meeting them in
the valley . .
Watching, the two scouts saw the Boy Hermit greet
them, their horses were turned loose, and the four came
up the steep path to the ledge.
As they drew near the door Indian Dick called out:
"Come, old man, git out here and greet ye'r pards !"
Immediately out stepped Bu :falo BJ! and Nugget Nat,
revolvers in each hand, while Cody called out.
"Hand3 up, all of you, or you are dead men!"
"Trapped by that boy traitor!" shrieked Thunder
Voice, and he sprang, knife in hand, upon the Boy Hermit, who was caught for a moment off his guard, not expecting the attack.
But Buffalo Bill's revolver cracked, and the renegade
chief toppled over, dead when he struck the ground.
. lndiar. Dick had attempted to draw a revolver, but
thought better of it, and raised his hands in token of
submission, while Many Scalps darted like a deer dovrn
the ledge, to suddenly, at the crack of the Boy Hermit's
revolver, double up and roll over . and over into the
meadow below.
"It would not do to take any chances of his escape,"
averred Doh, coolly, while Nugget Nat remarked;
"You got your man, Chief Cody, but cheated th er gallows; ther Boy Hermit hes got his game waitin' ter be
picked up, and I has Injin Dick here covered fur keeps,
so jist put a lariat around him to mal~e him feel mce
and snug."
This was quickly done, and then Buffalo Bill said:
"Come! We must bundle those two dead men into the
cabin and ride for camp, and you, Nat, can push on hard
for the fort, if Lieutenant Lowery thinks best, for I believe if Colonel Doan ~nows that we have the three chiefs,
and the braves are ordered to keep close to th~r villages,
he will send a large force there to strike a final blow."
"And I'will guide them,;, cried the Boy Hermit.
The horses were quickly caught and saddled, the animals of the three chiefs being taken along, for fear some
straggler might visit the cabin and recognize them, and
the party started at a rapid gallop for the camp of Lieutenant Lowery.
"Ther~ is the camp, and it is not yet sunset," announced
Buffalo Bill, as they left the stream, calling out to the
Boy Hermit, who, still disguised as a redskin, was leading the horses, while the renegade, Indian Dick, also in
full war paint and Sioux dress, rode by his side, securely
bound to his horse.

"Don, see! Lieutenant Lowery saw your painted face
and feathers, and is forming line of battle to fight Indians," called out Buffalo Bill to the Boy Hermit, as he
saw the soldiers in camp rapidly mounting.
But Buffalo Biil and Nugget Nat, riding in front, were
quickly recognized by the lieutenant, and he met the
party as they rode up. The story of the capture was
quickly told him, and the suggestion made by the scout
about sending a courier at once to inform Colonel Doan
of the situation.
"The very thing," assented Lieutenant Lowery, and,
ten minutes after, .Buffalo Bill was . riding hard toward
the fort, to report the situation verbally.
.
It was just sunrise when the Boy Hermit, who was
on the watch, reported soldiers advancing, and, five min 7
utes after, Buffalo Bill appeared, mounted on a fresh
horse, followed by his band of scouts at Fort . Belvue, and
with Colonel Doan himself at the head of a force of five
hundred cavalry, mounted infantry, and three light guns.
They were greeted with cheers upon their arrival in
camp, and the tired horses and men "'.ere allowed muchneeded rest, for the Boy H~rmit had said that they could
remain in camp several hours, for he could guide the
command to the Sioux village even after nightfall.
· A council of war was then held, and, still in his Indian
disguise, Don was in attendance, and warmly did Colonel
Doan congratulate him upon his splendid services.
Then he heard the youth's plan to attack the village,
and by ten o'clock the whole command set off on the
march for the attack, Buffalo Bill and Don in the lead.
The vicinity of the Sioux village was reached, when
a halt was made for a brief rest, but before dawn they
were again on the march, and, guided to a splendid position by the Boy Hermit, Colonel Doan began the attack
at daybreak by hav1ng light guns send shells bursting into
the midst of the tepees.
The palefaces were beating the Indi;: 1s at their own
game, but were also striking a blow at t11eir homes, and
a deadly blow it was-one that was long remembered by
the Sioux, who were forced to fly farther into the mountains to escape their terrible .foes, leaving their villages
and many prisoners in the hands of the victors, who returned to the fort after what was considered. aliost successful and telling campaign.

CHAPTER XXVII.
CONCLUSION.

One of the first things that was done at Fort Belvue
after the return of the victorious little army was to try
the renegade paleface, Indian Dick.
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As may tie surmised, the trial wa? a short one, and the
verdict of course was "Guilty!"
Quickly after the man whose life had been so crimestained was hanged at the fort, and, as his renegade pard,
Thunder Voice, the white outcast, had been killed, thus
was the country rid of t~ execrable scoundrels who were
more cruel than the Indians themselves.
As· Don, the Boy' Hermit, had decided to remain at the
fort, as one 6f Buffalo Bill's scouts, he- moved his traps
there from his cabin, and then it was that Colonel Doan
learnM in full the strange story of the bay·s life and what
had· been told him by his adopted father.
Trying to recall who the man conlcl be that had tried
to kill him, and was his sworn foe. Colonel Doan remembered a brilliant, splendid com rade of his younger
life, who had gone to the bad, but was supposed to be
.
dead.
"His name was Alfred Hamblin," he said, in speaking
to Don and Buffalo Bill one clay. "He was my rival for
the hand of the lady who is now my wife, and my success
turned his friendship for me into hatred.·
"In fact. it seemed to make a wreck of him, for, soon
after, he broke into my father's banking house and robbed
it of a large sum of gold and paper money, besides many
valuables kept on storage there in the vault by the depositors.
''There was silver plate. jewelry, and other articles, all
of which l1e safely got away with. He ·was reported
afterward to have been killed out here on the frontier.
''My father made good all losses, but it almost ruin ed
11im. a;1d I lost what I supposed would be a large inheritance."
"Did you sa~- his name - was .-\lfred Hamblin, sir?"
asked Don. who had learned. since his arrival at the fort,
to put a sit on when addressing officers."
." Yes, Don."
"That name is on seYeral of the pe-ncil sketches . my
fatryer made several years ago, .sir."
"Then be is the man.: and now I understand his enmity
. tc:>ward me, for. as I have stated. ·r married the lady he
loved, and I also Yowed I would certainly send him to
I could ever Jay hands on h'im ..,.
prison
"Was the. town in ~faryland. si r. where you used to
. live?"
"Yes, in G~-, .:\laryland.''
"How fa1- is that frorn Oxford . .:Vlaryland, sir?"
"Kot many miles."
"Then I guess I can tell you where to find those valuables he stole from your father's bank, fo r he left me
a legacy, and gave me a map telling- me how to find
where he had buried the treasure in the little cetneterv at
Oxford, which ybu can approach by water, the di,rections say; and he told me to go there and get the things."

"If you can do that, b 6n, it Will be a ·great thing for
·
for me, sir, for the things were stolen and belong
to you, and I have · a nice little sum in gold dust laid
away at the cabin I can get at any time.'
"You are as honest · as you are brave, Don, and as
Lieutenant Lowery goes East within a week, on leave,
you can accot'npany him and find thafburied legacy."
And go Ea t Don did, not only to find his legacy, but
also to look up his kindred, for, since his arrival at the
fort, the ambition had been stirred in him to know just
·
who he was.
T he lieutenant accompanied him to Oxford, and there,
buried in a grave, beneath the coffin that had rested there,
was found the treasure--gold, jeweJ.ry a11d silver plate.
Having put this' in safe keeping, subject to Colonel
Doan's order, for there 'v,;as every proof that it was the
stolen property from the G-- Bank, Don began to "get
on th e tra-i l of himself," as he expressed it, still aided by
Lieutenant Lowery.
111 this he also met with success, for, with the locket in
his possession, he found that his father's name was Darrel
Kingdon-that he had emigrated, with his family, a wife
and tvvo children (l ittle Darrel and a tiny sister), and
had never been heard of after reaching the \Vild 'vVest.
A.s scenes came back to him, memory was freshened,
ancl Don, the Boy Hermit, soon knew th e whole story
of .hi s loved parents up to tpe time of their cruel death
'
by the merciless Sioux.
At the suggestion of Colonel Doan, Darrel Kingdononce Don, Buffalo Bill's Boy Hermit parcl-determin ed to
enter West Point. His services at Fort Belvue gaine<l
for him an appointment at large from the president, so he
Academv and ended .his
entered the l\ ational Military
'
career there with great honor to himself.
To-day Buffalo Bill has no better friend among the
army officers than his once-called Boy Hennit, who today is kn own as l\Iajor Darrel K ingdon, of the -th
Cavalrv.
, you."

"No~

;

T HE

Ei\D.

::\ext week's issue, ::-To. 98, will contain "Buffalo Bill's
Rush Ride; or, Sure Shot. _the Hig_hftyer. D iel' you ever
see a cowboy shoet from the sadd le of his horse going at
foll gallop. and pick a handkerchief from the ground ?
':fhat is a <laring feat and one at which Buffalo . Bill
ex eds.
On one occasion his ability to make this pick-up at ·th e
gallop was the means of saying life .
This incident will be described in next week's issue.
Perhaps you have heard old \~ ' ester11e'rs talk of Diab I ~
Dick-frontiersman and outlaw.
His true hi story will be told in next week's issue.

List of prize winners in last contest will be published next week.
The winners should be proud of themselves.
It was a great contest, and there is every prospect that the present one will be sti11 greater.
Get together, boys, and make it' so I
You can do it.
For full' particulars, see page 3J:.

A Oose Call.
(By J. A. Young, Shreveport, La.)
After retiring not more than twenty minutes I found
myself traversing a dismal swamp. I had not traveled
more thari two miles before I perceived that I was
followed by more than a dozen Indians. I soon found
that they meant to kill me, so I began to run for my life.
The bullets fl ew thick around me. At last I gained a hill,
, and thought I would climb a tree for safety, that they
might not find me by my being so high ; but, upon coming
, .up, they saw me. I supposed their notion was to catch
me and tt>rture me, but this was not all. They beckoned
me to come down, and when I would not they began to
hack the tree. I soon felt the tree give way and down
I came.
When I hit the ground I awoke and found that I had
fallen out of the bed and sustained a frightful bruise on
my head.

My Great Find.

straight at me. I looked around and my ferret had not
come out yet, so I started to run, but I could hardly make
my legs go. I left my ferret behind and my .dog was not
to be seen anywhere. I kept on running as fast as I could,
but that was not very fast. Presently I stumbled over
something and fell. I got up and started again. I loaded
my shotgun again and shct another Indian. Then I
turned and ran, loading my gun as I went. I turned and
shot another one of them. It did not take me long to
load, for I had a breechloading gun. I started again and
tan and I saw some one step up from behind a tree. I
felt glad, for it was my brother, and he had his repeating
rifle, and we shot two more of the Indians and the rest
turned and fled.
)
We went back to where I stumbled and we found the
corner of an old iron box sticking out of the ground.
We dug it out and opened it, and talk about being overjoyed! It was full of money. I thought we started
home to get my horse and wagon to go back and get the
box. We went back and got it and took it home, and we
were just taking it off the wagon when it fell out of our
bands and dropped to the ground with a thud.
· Then I awoke and found myself lying on the floor on
my face, and my nose was bleeding. I couldn't sleep
long enough to count the money or spend any of it.

(By Harry R. Hinkle, Williamsburg, Ohio.)
Last night I was reading some of the dreams in the
back of the Buffalo Bills I have. I dreamed I took my
\.
dog, ferret and gun, and started hunting. I thought I
walked several miles and did not see a thing, so I statted
The Hot Poker.
home through a big wood and my clog ran a rabbit in a
(By Fred A. Collins, Ashtabula, Ohio.)'
hole. I thought I leaned my gun against a tree and put
Last night I was sitting up reading Boys of America
my ferret in the hole and was waiting for the rabbit to
come out when I heard a noise behind me.' I turned until about twelve o'clock, then I went to bed. I thought
around and saw a big Indian just getting ready to kill me I wa'S walking along a small passageway with high cliffs
with his "bow and arrow. I got my .gun and shot the on each side. Then a man came running toward me with
Indian, but, to my despair, I saw seven more coming a flaming pine torch. He had long, sharp teeth, and
down through the woods as fast as they could run, and • was dressed in bearskins from head to foot. As he ' ran
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he said, "Come with me, boy." I went with him until we
came to a much smaller passageway; it would hardly
admit one's body. We got in and came to a large rock
with a chain and a ring fastened to it. The man pulled
on the chain and the rock fell out.
Then there was a large hole, into which the man went
and told me to come after him. 'vVe went along until we
entered a large cave. He got a poker and went out of the
cave, and we went along until we came to some woods,
where we went into camp. He took the poker and put
it in the fire until it was red hot.
"Boy," he said, ··1 am going to put this red-hot poker
at your feet."
With one jump I went over the rocks, I hit my foot on
a stone and fell. In a second h e was on me.
"Ha. ha!" he laughed. in a half-insane laugh. "I have
got you again, young fellow.'·
·w ith a strong rope he tied my feet and hands. He
then bound me to a tree. Then he took the hot poker and
put it at my feet. I gave a scream. At the same time I
awoke and found I was all tangled up in the bedclothes,
and my brother was calling for some covers. I never had
such a horrible dream before in my life.

I W as Game.
(By Norman Ewing, Syracuse, Ohio.)
I went to bed one night, sick, and commenced dreaming. I thought I was in Hartford, and I thought I had
a rat and another boy came along with a rat. He said hi s
rat could whip mine, aud we let them fight. and mine got
the best of his. Th en he jumped on to me and we fought
abont an hour, when he commenced to throw rocks, and
I pointed a revolver in his face. He said if I would quit
he would, and we went to the corner and some boys were
standing there, saying that ·w est Virginia would not allow
the Ohio people ou their land. I said they should not
come over in Ohio and they wen' glad to submit, and then
·
I awoke.

A Dream of a Composition.

it grew behind the barn, and the potato did no harm; and
it grew and it grew till it couldn't grow no bigger. Then
"'.\1r. Fahey too):< it up and put it in the cellar. There it
lay till it began to rot, when his daughter, Susie, washed
it and she put it in the pot. Then she boiled it, and she
boiled it as long as she was able. Then his daughter,
Lizzie, fook it and she put it on the table. Mr. Fahey and
his wife both sat down to eat, and they ate and they at 2
till they ate the potato up:'
Just as I thought I was going to have a bite of it I
heard the alarm clock ringing six o'clock. I woke up and,
to my surprise, found that it was only a dream.

A Fight With an Enemy.
(By Leo Stevens, Cooperstown, N . Y.)
My enemy and I met in th e street one day, and when
he saw me he came at me. with his head down. I stood
perfectly still until he was quite close when l jumped to
one side and dealt him a .stunning blow on the side of the
ear, which sent him rolling on the ground . I waited
until he had recovered and then made a rush at him with
clinched fists, and not with mv head down.
'v\"hen I got close enoug h t~ him, he struck at me, with
all his might. but I parried the blow, for I was on my
guard. 1 then started to pound him. 'vVheri I got thi·ough
with him. he had a well-blacked eye and smashed face.
Be was unconscious. and I let him lie there.
\!\"hen I awoke 1 was on the tloor with a pretty sore
head. This is a true dream.

A Football Dream.
(By Frank Dodge, Galveston, Texas.)
One night I "·as reading a story about footbal l, and
as I was very tired I went to l>ed right off. I soon fell
asleep and dream ed that l was playing Rugby. As I am.
quarter-back on our team l commenced-as 111!' mother
afterward said-to call out signals. J dreamed that I got
the ball and ran for a touchdown. Just as I reached the
goal a tackler flung himself in front of me.
At this time I hit myself against the bedpost and awoke.
The shyck I receiYed from being tacklecl was in reality
my brother shaking me in hi s dream, as he was having a
fight with tramps.

(By :\Jartin ::'vlorau. Jr., Waltham. Mass.)
.I dreamed one night that when I was nine years old
,my schoolmaster wanted me to write a composition. I,
like all children, shrank from the undertaking of it. My
master said :
A Rehearsal.
"You can write words?"
"Yes, sir."
(By Henry Wood, Jr., Tahlequah, Ind. Ter.)
"Then you can put words together;"
As I was looking over some of th e dreams in vonr
. ~'Yes, sir."
.( "Then," said the schoolmaster, "you can take your slate conte$t thev called to mind a dream that I had.
One eve~ing I la~: down ver y early. :Vly mind was in
and go ·outside tbe school and you might find something to
confusion over ,something: I need not state what. I fell
write about."
So I took my slate and went outside the school, c:er asleep at once. and it must have been about ten o"clock
back of. Mr. Fah~y's barn, which happeped to be close by. when I saw two burglars enter the house by an open
Seeing a fine potato growing up, I thought I knew what ' window. I tri ed to rise. but could not . Then I tried to
that was, what it was for, and what would be done with cry out; but this was al~o impossible.
The burglars, who were now inside, tiptoed to the
it. Half an hour I was allowed to stay out to write the
composition. In half an hour I carried my work fo the dresser, where the money of the house was kept in a
schoolmaster. He took it and read it before the whole little box. This. thev 'took and started for "the door,
through which they went to the dining-room, as I supda,ss. It read as follows :
"Mr. Fahey had a potato, and it grew and it grew, and posed. But at that ·moment a shot rang out, and the

.
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burglars came bounding through the room, overturning
the lamp, which set fire to the carpet.
At that critical moment I awoke, to feel the fresh air
on my head, and to hear voices outside the window,
which I had left open. For a while I was dazed; but
on realizing my position, I lay down, grasping my revolver tightly. Just then I saw a head appear above the
sill; in a little while the whole body. Then a man came
noiselessly through the window. Another soon followed,
/ and then the same was rehearsed as in my dream. The
only difference was, that this had a sequel. For, wJ1en the
lamp was turned over and the burglars fled, I jumped to
my feet and tried to put the fire out, but it was too late,
and grabbing my clothes and other necessities, I also went
through the window.
By this time the whole house was aroused, and by the
time the fire~engine arrived the house was in flames. As
this is all that has anything to do with my dream I will
close.

The Burnmg Building.
(By Mrs. Nellie Cary, Vincennes, In<:l.)
One night, while I was sleeping, I dreamed I saw a
burning building with many people in it. I could see the
people coming out and jumping from the windows above,
and there seemed to be one among the lot that I recogni zed. The nearer I went to him the more frightened I
was. At last I recognized my husband.
I was in a terrible state of excitement when I was
awakened by my husband to serve breakfast.

My Dream.
(By Henry Strouck, Boston, Mass.)
One day while I was reading a story of a haunted mill,
I went to bed and when I went to sleep I began dreaming.
I thought I was in a haunted mill, lying on the floor, and
two large eyes were looking at me. I screamed, ''What
do you want?" I got no answer, but I saw the eyes looking· at something in the corner. I looked there and saw
two nuggets of gold. I crawled over ,to it, and was just
reaching for it when I woke up and found it was. only
a dream.

A Leap for Life.
(By C. D. Southard, Turner, Mo.)
I dreamed I was visiting my uncle, who lived on the
coast. My uncle, some friends and myself went out for a
walk cne afternoon. The scenery was very bea.utiful.
We had been wandering around for three or four hours,
and started homeward, when one of the party expressed
a desire 'to round a sharp point just a little ahead. So we
all started. My uncle was in the lead, and as we were on
a very narrow path, just above a deep precipice, we had to
be very cautious. All at once I stepped on a stone. It
siicl and the next in stant I was going down over the edge
of the chasm. As I threw u my hands they came in contact with a small bush, which I clung to for dear life. My
uncle told me to give him one hand, which I did, but he

could not pull rne over without being pulled from his
place.
Pretty soon he said to me : " There is but one way out
that I can see. I will save you, or we will both perish.
Now let go of the bush." As my uncle shouted " now,"
I relaxed my grasp and he gave a powerful leap. So
powerful was the leap that' we both cleared the ledge of
rock and landed in the sea below.
The cold water revived us and we swam ashore, whete
our friends were waiting for us.
I then awoke all at once and heard mamma calling me
to breakfast. ·

A Boat Dream.
(By William Gossenberger, Jersey City, N. J.)
I dreamed one night last week that I was in a rowboat
v.-ith a crazy man. We were out in the ocean rowing,
when the madman got a hammer and chisel. He then
started to bore a hole through the bottom of the boat. I
sprang upon him, but he piCkecl me up in his arms and
threw me overboard.
I landed in the water and began to sink. I tried to
swim, but my arms and legs would not move. I landed
on _the bottom with a thump.
I woke up and found myself on the floor and the bedclothes in my arms.

A Horst Dream.
(By Gale Francis, Madison, Incl.)
"vVhoa ! Come clown now, so I can get on. No, down
on both knees. Now we are all right, Topsy, old girl.
Trot along a little bit faster. Hey, there! get out of the
road. Whoa! Topsy. Is th e little girl hurt much?
vVhere does she live?" When I awoke with a start from
my dream the sun was shining through the window in my
face.
·

'My Balloon Drtam.
(By Ned Holmes, Lexington, Neb.)
One clay I went to a circus and saw a balloon ascension. When I went to bed that night I had a terrible
dream. I dreamed that I got into a balloon to ·see how it
looked, when the balloon suddenly shot into the air. I
pulled a rope, which I supposed opened the gas -Valve,
but instead, it dropped the ballast, and the balloon shot
up with terrible rapidity. For miles it rose until I could
not see the earth. Then it began to travel toward the sea.
I tried to stop it, but could not. Finally it began to drop,
· and I became aware that it would drop into the ocean. I
knew that· if the balloon fell on me I would be killed.
So, when we had nearly reached the water, I dived. I
struck pretty hard, but did not lose my senses. A.s soon
as I arose I began to swim. For hours I swam, and was
about to give up when I saw a ship. I screarnecl as loud
as I could, and soon a boat put off, and I was picked up
and taken on board.
As soon as I had recovered I looked about to see what
kind of a ship it was. To my horror I found that it was a
pirate · vessel. They made me help them work the ship .

1
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One day ~e caught sight of what was supposed to be a
merchantman. We hailed it and demanded its surrender.
It immediately ran away and we gave chase. As soon as
we were alongside we opened fire, but instead of surren,
dering, they unmasked a large battery of heavy cannon.
Then we knew that it was a man-of-war. It poured a
terrible fire into us and compelled us to surrender.
The officers would not believe me when I to!d them my
story. We were all taken to England and tried and sentenced to be shot. We were taken out and stood in a row
and the so)diers aimed at us and fired. I . fell and hit, my
head on a stone and awoke.

A True Dream.
"(By Maggie B. Peckham, Halifax, N. S.)
One night we were talking about people finding money
and other things. I went to bed and commenced dreaming. I thought my cousin and I were going for a walk
to the park, where we saw some men working. Under
a large stone I saw a purse, in whic;h there was money.
I was near it and still I couldn't touch it. I told my companion I would give her half of the money. I never got
it, all the same. Just at that moment one of the men said:
"'Ne are digging for gold." I awoke and told everybody
in the house of my dream. They thought it a very funny
dream.
A little while after there was a piece in the paper about
it. Some men, working clown in the park, found a purse
containing a sum of money. It was a very curious dream,
and the funniest part is, the money was found afterward
in the very place.

A J?ream About an Adventure in the Vermont
Mountains.

'

(By Clement G. Yates, Milford, Conn.)
One night I dreamed that my friend, Walter Marsh,
and myself had a detective agency in New York, and he
told me that he had gotten a case for us. We \vere to
run down a gang of counterfeiters. who were located
somewhere in the western part of New Eng land. They
were makittg two-dollar bills and fifty-cent pieces, and
the only- difference between them and real money was that
the letter " L " in the words "half dollar" were different,
and the'paper that the queer bills were printed on was
thinner than the paper the real bills were printed on.
\Ve were unable to discover anything until one <lay,
when we were working on another case. we saw a crook,
who was gambling with two-dollar bills and fifty-cent
pieces, and we managed to get into a game with him, and
we discovered that he was shoving the queer. So we got
out of the game, left the saloon, changed our disg uises,
and hung around outside waiting for ,him to come out.
After a few minutes he came out and we shadowed him
to the Grand Central Station, where he got on a train
going to Vermont, and when it reached Pownel Center,
Vermont. he got off and got into a cutter and <lrove up to
Benni11gton. Before he started I had the good luck to
get under the sleigh. and by standing on the runners,
1 managed to ride with liim and overhear his conversation with·the dri ver. They talked of a cave in the moun-

tains and of a supply of silver that they were expecting,
which would come, hidden in bales of straw, from some
mines in Colorado.
After the sleigh reached Bennington, he went to the
hotel, and I had to walk back to Pownel Center, where
VI alter was waiting for me at the tavern.
The next day we went to Bennington, disguised as
tramps, and by inquiring at the houses where we went to
beg, we found that the only large cave was. in Mount
Anthony.
\Ve. then got the sheriff and his posse to raid the cave.
\ Ve got into the first cave all right, but as the only entrance to the second-where the counterfeiters' plant was
-was through a hole only large enough for one to go
through at a time, we would get shot as we wriggled
our way in.·
·walter said that we must scare them into surrendering.
So we sent for a bricklayer, a load of bricks and some
mortar. After these arrived we talked loud about sealing
up the hole. This scared them, and they came out and
surrende red.
We were just starting to go in when I woke up.

An Awful Disappointment.
(By C. A. Spaulding, Philadelphia, Pa.)
One night, having gone to sleep, I dreamed that two
other boys and myself were out on a hunting expedition.
\Ve were ch asing a deer and he kept us moving pretty
Jiyely. When he came to a lake he plunged in aa<l we
started to follow . 'vVe were nearly over and came to a
part where we could wade. I stumbled and fell over
something. I found it to be a box. I opened it an<l
Eo11ncl it full of gold. I tried to find the other fellows,
but could not. I ca111e home and lived in luxury for a
time. Then I thought I would make a tour of the
world.
·when I woke up I found myself crawling all over the
floor, and felt the disappointment awfully.

A Skating Dream.
(By Thomas Smith, Paterson, N. J.)'
One night I went to bed and was just sleeping nice
when I had a strange dream. I dreamed that I was
skating on a pond, and Frank, the boy I play with, dared
me to j ttmp ' off a little bridge about six . fe'et high. I
jumped and slipped on a thin piece of ice, and I fell
through. I called for help, and Frank could not help me
much, so he calied a man that was nearby. Just as the man
got me out I woke up. l found myself wrapped in a
sheet lying on the floor.

COLDEN HOURS
Boys, have you any numbers of Golden Hours? If so, see if
the following are among them: B4, i35, 156, 166, !67,
1,68, 165' to Vil2, 296, 389.
will pay liberal prices.
Addr=, WILLIAMS, &x 192, New York City.
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DO YOU PLAY BASEBALL?
rt

Do You Want a Complete

··-

C onsisting of an A-1 NATIONAL LEAGUE BASE·
B ALL, a SPALDING LANCEWOOD BAT of the
fin est quality, and a SPALD ING LEAGUE MITT?
If You Do, Read the Directions Below and Get Into This Contest.

l[N BOYS Will EACH R£C£1V£ A BALL, BAT AND MIIT
•

)~ /
'( '

HE Baseballs are the Spalding Official League Ball used exclusively by the Na~ional League and by all the college teams.
Each ball is wrapped in foil and put. in a separate box and sealed
:::;i:;f;:::;I:i:/ in accordance with the regulations of the National Lea guer B
,i..:,,:,,i••:..:,j
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I\ .
L
B
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e ats are n!r eague ats.
ey are t Ii e b est m t h e
m arket, made of the very finest timber of the latest model, and
carefully seasoned for tw o years. .s e 8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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The Mitts are made of extra quality asbestos huck, extremely tough
and durable; well-padded; lace back; re-inforced af thumb with double
row of stitching ori heel pad and a laced thumb. The very finest made.
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You need one of these Outfits. The Ten Boys who send in the Best
Stories in this New- Contest will each receive a Bat. Mitt and Ball.

HOW JO ENTER THE CONTEST.

This

Cont~st

Ends Jul;y 1st, 1903.

z Buffalo Bill Dream Contest No. 3.

All you have to do is to remember any
Curious Dream you ever had, write it 0
in five hundred words, or less, and send ~
it with the accompanying coupon, prop- ~
erly filled out, to BU FF ALO BI LL 0
WEEKLY, care of Street & Smith, O
23 8 \Villiam Street, New York City.
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BlJFF!\LO Bl,l lI STORIES
.
CONTAINING

THE ONLY STORIES AUTHORIZ[D by HON. \VllllAM F. CODY .("Buffalo Billu)
64-Buffalo Bill's Dead-Shot Pard; or, The Will-o'-the-Wisp of the Trails.
Bill's Run-Down; or, The Red-Hand Renegade's Death.
66-Buffalo Bill's Red Trail; or, A Race for Ransom.
67-Buffalo Bill's Best Bower; or, Calling the Turn on Death Notch Dick.
68-Buffalo Bill and the Gold Ghouls; or, Defying Death at Elephant Rock.
69-Buffalo Bill's Spy Shadower; or, The Hermit of Grand Canyon.
70-Buffalo Bill's Secret Camp; or, Traili ng the Cloven Hoofs.
71-Buffalo Bill's Sweepstake; or, Hunting the Paradise Gold Mine.
72-Buffalo Bill and the Black Heart Desperado; or, The Wipe-Out at Last Chance.
73-Buffalo Bill's Death Charm; or, The Lady in Velvet.
74- Buffalo Bill's Desperate Strategy; or, The' Mystery of the Cliff.
75-Buffalo Bill an d the Black Mask; or, The Raffle of Death.
76-Buffalo Bill's Road Agen t Round-Up; or, Panther Pete's Revenge.
77-Buffalo Bill and the Renegade Queen; or, Deadly Hand's Strange Duel.
78-Buffalo Bill's Buckskin Band; or, Forcing the Redskins to the Wall.
79-Buffalo Bill's Decoy Boys; or, The Death Rivals of the Big Horn.
80-BL,ffalo Bill's Sure Shots; or, · Buck Dawson's Big Draw.
81-Buffalo Bill's Texan Team; or, The Dog Detective.
82-Buffalo Bill's Water Trail; or, Foiling the Mex ican Bandit.
83-Buffalo Bill's H ard Night's Work; or, Captain Co.olhand's Kidnaping Plot.
84-Buffalo Bill and the Scout Miner; or, The Mounted Sharps of the Overland.
85-Buffalo Bill's Single-Handed Game; or, Nipping Outlawry in the Bud
86-Buffalo Bill and the Lost Miners; or,, Hemme cl in by Redskins.
87-Duffalo Bill's Tenderfoot Pards: or, The Boys in Black.
88-Buffalo Bill and the Man in, Blue; or. The Volunteer Vigilantes of Silver Thread City .•
89-Buffalo Bill and the Outcasts of Yellow Dust City; or, Fighting for Li fe in the Blizzard.
90-Buffalo Bill's Crippled Crew; or, Sunflower Sam of Shasta.
91-Buffalo Bill and the Boy Scout; or, The Tenderfoot Tramper of the Overland.
92-Buffalo Bill's Young Double: or, A Yankee Boy in the Wild West.
93-Buffalo Bill and the Silent Slayers; or. The Arizona C~ack Shot.
94-Buffalo Bill's Water-Gauntlet; . or, The Myster y-Man's Talisman.
95-Buffalo Bill's Gallant Stand; or, The Indian's Last Victory.
96--Buffalo Bill and the Black Mustang; or, Dick Dearborn's Death Ride.
~Buffalo

All of the above numbers always on hand. If you cannot get them from your newsdeale r, five
cents a copy will bring them to you by mail, postpaid.

STREET & SMITH, Publishers, 238 William Street, New York.
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73.-Buffffal o BB!t1;s DDeath Charm; or, The Lady in Velvet.
74.-Bu a 1o 11 1 s esperate Strategy ; or, The Mvsteryofthe Cliff.
45.-Buffalo Bill an.d the Black Mask; or, The Raffle of Death.
76.-Buffalo Bill 's Road Agent Round-Up; or, Panther Pete's
Revenge.
77.-Buffalo Bill and the Renegade Queen; or, Deadly Har;id's
Strange Duel.
78.-Buffalo Rill's Buckskin Band; or, Forcing the Redskins to
the Wall.
79.-Bu!Talo Bill's Decoy Boys; or,The Death Rivals of the Big Horn.
Sa.-Buffalo Bill's Sure Shots; or, Buck Dawson's Bi~ Draw.
81.-Buffalo Bill's Texan Team; or, TI1c Dog Ddect1ve.
8~ . -Buffalo Bill's Water Trail i or, Foiling the Mexican Bandit.
83.-BuffJlo Bill's Hard Nights Work; or, Captain Coolhand's
Kidnapp111g Plot.
·
84.-Bui)alo Bill and the Scout Miner; or, The Mounted Sharps
of the Overland.
85.-BuffJlo Bill's Single-Handed Game; or, Nipping Outlawry in
th e Bud.

86.-"-Buffalo Bill and the Lost Miners ; or, Hemmed in by Redskins.
87.-Buffalo Bill's Tenderfoot Pa ·d ;; or, The Boys in Bt:k.
88.-Bufta lo Bill ~nd the Man ~n Blue; or, The Volun
Vigi!antes of Silver Thread City.
•
89.-Buffalo Bill and the Outcasts of Yellow Dust City; or, Fighting for Life in the Blizzard.
.
90.-Buffalo Bill's Crippled Crew ; or, Sunflower Sam of Shasta.
91.-Buffalo Bill and the Boy Scout; or, The Tenderfoot Tramper
of the Overland.
92 .- Buffalo Bill's Young Double; or, A Yankee Boy in the Wild
West.
9.3 -Buffalo Bill and the Silent Slayer ; or, The Arizona Crnck
Shot.
94.-Buffalo Bill's Water-Gauntlet; or, The Mystery Man's TaUsman.
9:;.-Buffalo Bill's Gallant Stand ·, or, The Indian's Last Victory.
~ .-Buffalo Bill and the Black Mustang; or, Dick Dearbem's
Death Ride.
·
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